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What can one person do?  
 

The older we get, some of us start to wonder what our lives might count for in the vast scheme of things 
outside of our personal lives. What can we do that will make a difference? This is one guy’s story of 
keeping his day job and working together with others in Sacramento to create a tree foundation, fund 
public transit, join the mysterious ECOS, combat urban sprawl, design a 14-square mile urban area 
where environmentalists and community representatives had substantial input in planning before 
construction started, build defenses against flooding, protect rivers, create a wildlife refuge, become 
elected to public office, drive an electric vehicle named “Underdog,” burn out, find love, retire to 
Hawai‘i and come to the realization of a missing spiritual dimension in many environmental efforts.  
 

By Tom Whitney1 
 

              ne day in 1981 I noticed a story in the Whole Earth Catalog  
              by the French author Jean Giono: “The Man Who 
              Planted Trees.” It is about a 55-year old man who started 
planting 100 acorns a day and kept up a similar tree planting pace for 
the rest of his life and transformed a blighted region in Southern France. 
This story changed my life. It helped me transform from being a 
spectator in life to an actor. 
   I could do something like that. Acorns. Transformed a region, hmmm.  
   The narrator returns to the area of Elzéard Bouffier’s life work at the 
end of the book “and the birds were chirping, the streams were flowing, 
young families were growing.” The land had become productive again.  
   The opening paragraph of the Giono story provided for me an ethic 
for behavior that has stayed with me the rest of my life:  “For a human 
character to reveal truly exceptional qualities, one must have the good 
fortune to be able to observe its performance over many years. If that 
performance is devoid of all egoism, if its guiding motive is 

unparalleled generosity, if it is absolutely certain that there is no thought of recompense and that in 
addition, it has left its visible mark upon the earth, then there can be no mistake.”  
   On the next page in the Whole Earth Catalog was a small article about a woman who had taken over a 
five-acre parcel in Algeria and started planting trees, then started planting other crops between the trees. 
This is now called agroforestry. The government of Algeria became aware of her success there and 
started a project to plant a nation-wide belt of trees to stem the spread of the Sahara desert.  
   I talked earnestly to Bob Judd about this over lunch in the Bateson Building in Sacramento. Judd was 
the executive director of the Office of Appropriate Technology, acronym OAT, appropriately, that was 
part of then California Governor Jerry Brown’s Governor’s Office of Planning and Research. OAT was 
promoting solar and wind energy, biological treatment of sewage, energy conservation, and passive solar 

                                                
1 Graphic designer, documentary photographer, former Chair of the Environmental Council of Sacramento and recipient of its 
Environmentalist of Distinction award; Sierra Club member and recipient of the Louis Ireland Conservationist of the Year Award from the 
California Mother Lode Chapter.  Photographs and text are © 2005 by Tom Whitney. 
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architecture among other low-cost technologies thirty years ago. I was working as a graphic designer 
there with the Energy Extension Service.  
   Jerry Brown was the young Secretary of State who became governor when Ronald Reagan went to 
Washington to become president. A former Catholic seminarian, he slept in a simple apartment across 
from the Capitol Building, drove an old car, and would take regular sojourns meditating at the Zen 
Center in the Bay area. He was a breath of fresh air in the political winds – and he dated Linda Ronstadt, 
my favorite singer. When he left office Brown became mayor of Oakland, California, and is now the 
California Attorney General.  
  The compelling simplicity and effectiveness of the tree planting stories was contagious. Bob 
commissioned a little book that OAT published in 1982 called “Growth Stock – Trees for California,” 
by Dennis Hanson. 
   In the book Hanson told a classic story about the danger inherent in massive tree cutting and the 
resulting erosion in “Hwang Ho: A Parable” reprinted below. Hanson wrote, after telling the parable, 
“The Hwang-Ho continues to be China’s Sorrow. In July and August 1981, terrible floods along the 
river’s tributaries killed nearly 2,400 people, left 3.5 million homeless and caused over $1 billion in 
damage. 
   “In the 2,000 years since the Emperor Chinn,” Hanson continued, “the Yellow River has killed 
millions of people and caused untold misery. Besides China’s Sorrow, the river has become known as 
the Unconquerable, the Scourge of the Sons of Han. The Spirits of the Forest are taking revenge,” 

Chinese Taoists say. The Tree Gods were aroused, 
they believe, and will not relent until the river’s 
woodlands are fully restored.” 
 
   For the longest time I thought Jean Giono’s book 
was a true story. It could have been. The Chelsea 
Green Publishing Company produced its version 
with beautiful wood engravings by Michael 
McCurdy and cleared up my mystery. Norma L. 
Goodrich, a native Vermonter, describes how she 
met Giono a few months before he died in 1970. 
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Mayor Phil Isenberg announcing the formation of the Sacramento Tree 
Foundation at Sutter Fort Park in Sacramento, in what may have been 
one of his most far-sighted and lasting contributions as mayor in addition 
to his key support for light rail. 

She tells how he wrote the story in response to a request by some American editors, who wanted a story 
about an unforgettable character. When they objected that Elzéard Bouffier was not a real person, Giono 
“donated his pages to all and sundry.” It was first published by Vogue in March 1954. Giono told her he 
“believed he left his mark on the earth because he gave it away for the good of others. ‘It is one of my 
stories of which I am the proudest. It does not bring me in one single penny and that is why it has 
accomplished what it was written for.’”  The story has been translated into a dozen languages, Goodrich 
tells us, and has long since inspired reforestation efforts worldwide.  
   While at OAT I also became aware of a great man from my home state of Vermont, George Perkins 
Marsh. In 1864 he published “Man and Nature, Or, Physical Geography as Modified by Human 
Action.2” Lewis Mumford called the book “the fountainhead of the conservation movement.” At a time 
of widespread optimism about supposed inexhaustibility of the country’s natural resources Marsh raised 
the first sobering cry pointing to the damage man has done to the earth. By 1850 in Vermont there had 
been extensive over-cutting of trees leading to soil runoff, and floods. In Europe he observed similar 
patterns. His book suggested methods to reform these destructive practices.  
 

Sacramento Tree Foundation envisioned by Phil Isenberg  
With suitably heightened awareness, also in 1982, I saw an article in the Sacramento Bee about Phil 
Isenberg, former mayor and then assemblyman for Sacramento, who had recently returned from a trip to 
Israel. He had been impressed with the tree planting efforts in the desert there and realized that public 
non-profit efforts, not only government action, was needed locally to assure vitality of Sacramento trees. 
He and County Supervisor Illa Collin called a meeting to bring community leaders, developers, local 
community residents and environmentalists together to start a non-profit tree organization. Eisenberg 
felt that there would not be enough in tax dollars available from the City or State that could keep up with 
the local need for new tree planting on a consistent basis. 
    I joined with many others and became a founding board member of the Sacramento Tree Foundation, 
which is still functioning. I had wanted it to be a membership organization, but lost on that issue, and its 
board became like so many 
nonprofits: a self perpetuating 
board that chooses its own 
new members instead of 
subjecting such choices to a 
vote of the full membership. 
This is the common type of 
non-profit organization (the 
familiar 501(c)(3) organ-
ization), and it fairly easy to 
run. Memberships voting is 
perhaps more suited to 
national organizations, say, 
like the Sierra Club. Ann 
Kohl became the Tree 
Foundation’s first executive 
director followed by Ray 
Tretheway. (Ray has contin-
ued in that role after 

                                                
2 “Man and Nature: Or, Physical Geography as Modified by Human Action,” by George Perkins Marsh, John Harvard Library, Belknap 
Press  
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Freemont cottonwood tree in Sutter Fort Park in 
Sacramento in 1981. 

becoming elected to the Sacramento City 
Council.) Both performed admirably, leading the 
wider community to become involved. 
   In the following years planting one tree at a 
time became a way of life for many in Sacra-
mento. The Tree Foundation has sponsored and 
co-sponsored activities that resulted in the 
planting of approximately 380,000 trees by 2004. 
For more information about the Sacramento Tree 
Foundation go to this web site: 
<http://www.sactree.com/>.  
   Downtown Sacramento with its tall elm trees 
looks much like my hometown of Burlington, 
Vermont, used to look in the 1940s and 1950s. I 
felt comfortable there because of this. It was a 
shock to visit Burlington in the late 1970s after a 
long absence: the stately elms had been diseased, 
were cut down and it looked like a different city. 
The Dutch Elm Disease that wiped out the tall 
trees in Burlington is still slowly moving across 
the country and has not yet in 30 years 
completely killed all of Sacramento’s elms, but 
they are greatly weakened despite repeated 
injections of systemic fungicides. I have often 
pondered the spread of that disease 
geographically and metaphorically: it moves 
with a slow but steady, inexorable pace, bringing 
inevitable death to majestic trees. 
   Following a pattern in my life, I became 
involved in the print design work for the Tree 
Foundation. I thought the letterhead should have 
a half of a tree trunk bleeding off the left side of 
the page. So I took my camera to local parks and began the search for the perfect trunk. Near the Indian 
Museum in Sutter Fort Park I came upon the old cottonwood tree you see on page one, this and the next 

page. All pictures were taken on this one remarkable tree 
trunk.  
   Austin Carroll, an arborist who had cared for this tree for 
about forty years was astonished when he saw the 
photograph on page 1. He had never noticed likenesses. 
We decided to make a poster using the image. Austin said 
he put it  
right in the middle of the mantle in his living room.  To 
me it represents the living voice of nature, which today 
seems so faint in the mainland U.S. 
   Another contribution was the foundation’s infamous first 
logo.  
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Searching for a tree trunk with character to put on the Sacramento 
Tree Foundation letterhead, I roamed the parks of Sacramento. 
Near the Indian Museum in Sutter Fort Park I found the 
cottonwood tree shown in these photographs. Very gnarly, about 
135 years old:  it was lovely. All of the faces were visible around 
the one trunk. Amazing. Photographers might be interested to know 
that I took a total of about 35 photographs of the image on page 1 
at different times in different months before getting the best one. I 
used a 4”x5” view camera.    

I chose to use a woodcut image from  
the 19th century that was included in a  
book of copyright-free illustrations  
from that time period published by  
Dover Publications. I told the people 
present at the Tree Foundation meeting 
that I had done this, and it was fine 
with them, but what did they know. My 
aim was to make it seem that the newly 
established organization had been 
around for a long time. I had been using 
inexpensive art like this imaginatively 
without a problem for five years in the 
nonprofit Grantsmanship Center News 
magazine, which was nationally 
circulated, because we could not afford 
to commission original art. When we 
had more money at the magazine we 
started paying for original illustrations. 
The Tree Foundation’s was a fine 
looking logo. But a few years later it 
became an issue in a mayoral campaign 
when one candidate not known to 
possess solid environmental credentials 
produced a brochure that used the same 
copyright-free oak tree illustration to 

decorate his brochure. He was publicly accused of taking unfair advantage of the 
Tree Foundation. Nothing much came of the controversy, but it was hot for a week. 
But I certainly learned a lesson. Never 
again would I design a logo for any 
organization using material from such a 
source.    
   In my recent interest to uncover my 
Finnish roots, I found this quote on a 
Virtual Finland web site “Finland’s cultural 
history accommodates barbarism and 
romance, both a backwoods mentality and 

a highly evolved culture. Finnish culture has its roots deep in the 
forests, deeper than any other European culture.” Perhaps trees 
are in my genes, along with other undisciplined behavior traits.”3   
   The tree patch on the right is the town patch of Revonlahti, 
Finland, where my grandparents lived. 
 

                                                
3 http://virtual.finland.fi/netcomm/news/showarticle.asp?intNWSAID=25615 

The current Sacra-
mento Tree Foun-
dation logo 
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   For many years 
I voluntarily de-
signed materials 
for the Foun-
dation. Finally 
one year they had 
received enough 
money through 
fund raising to 
pay for some 
original art for an 
event poster. You 
see it here on this 
page. I immed-
iately commis-
sioned respected 
local artist Caitlin 
Rivers, and pro-
mised her the 
money. I brought 
a proof of this 
poster to the Tree 
Foundation board 
meeting. I had 
already chosen it 
from a few ideas 
Caitlin showed 
me. The man who 
was then the new 
chair of the 
Board at that time 
led the Board to 
reject the art as 
somehow inap-
priate. He made 
some snide joke 
about the art, 
which inwardly 
infuriated me, 
since Caitlin had 
created a pro-
found and beau-
tiful piece.  
Overnight, I 
created another 
poster and printed Caitlin’s on the back. And still paid her the $300! 
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J. Alan Wagar’s school forest idea. 

Gene’s Robinson’s vision of an urban forest for Sacramento 
Gene Robinson, who was then responsible for Sacramento City’s tree program, was inspired to envision 
a foursquare mile forest around the Regional Sanitation Plant in South Sacramento. Cities in 
Scandinavia and elsewhere in Europe have community forests. Gene hired me investigate the feasibility 
of the idea. The largest buffer space for a sewer plant in the nation, the land is used to receive the 
sewage waste spread on it, much like an agriculture operation spreading fertilizer, and to protect 
surrounding property from explosions of volatile gasses used in the sewage treatment process. The 
whole forest never happened because of the heavy clay soils overlaying a shallow hardpan and the need 
for continuing dispersal of the waste products, but as a result of one the suggestions in Gene’s and my 
report, a wide forest strip now stretches along a two-
mile edge of the buffer land.  
   In 2008, The Sacramento Tree Foundation gave 
the Austin B. Carrol Award to “Sacramento 
Regional County Sanitation District (SRCSD) and 
their Bufferlands Program. Since 1991, Bufferlands 
staff has been actively working to improve and 
restore the existing riparian forests located within 
District-owned land. To date, 250 acres of riparian 
forest and associated woodlands have been planted 
with 24,000 trees and shrubs. In 1993, their Trail of 
Trees was completed and consists of over 6,000 
native trees. Within the Trail of Trees is the 
Children’s Forest, which provides an opportunity to 
instill in our youth an understanding and love of Sacramento’s native vegetation and wildlife habitat.” It 

is satisfying to have play a small role in helping to get a good 
idea started. 
 

   While researching Gene’s report I came across information 
about an amazing tree in Brazil, the copaiba multijuga, 
whose sap can be used by diesel vehicles with no refining 
necessary. Decades-old trees will yield 20 to 30 liters in two 
or three hours.4 
   J. Alan Wagar5 sent a suggestion for school forests when he 
read a draft of our report. “We could help urban people 
understand the productive use of natural systems in general 
and forests in particular by bringing one-acre working forests 
right into the cities. By miniaturizing, so a whole forest is 
confined to an acre, we can make the dynamics of the process 
readily visible and comprehensible.” 

“The acre would be divided into 20 compartments, arranged 
along a closed-loop walkway. Ideally, the forest would be 
designed into a larger context such as a park or school 
ground. Each year a school group, perhaps sixth graders 

                                                
4 “Creating income generating forests in Amazônia,” Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, 
1993 <http://www.fao.org/documents/show_cdr.asp?url_file=/docrep/v0784e/v0784e07.htm> 
5 J. Alan Wagar, Project leader for urban Forestry Research, Pacific Southwest forest and Range Experiment 
Station, U.S. Forest Service. 

Why are trees so important? The 
illustration above by Bill McGuire for 
the “Growth Stock” book shows why. 
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would cut the compartment having the oldest trees (using hand 
saws for safety’s sake). Another group, perhaps second 
graders, would then plant that compartment with one-years-old 
seedlings.” The idea is illustrated in the diagram above. 
   It is a very interesting idea. I would have enjoyed it when I 
went through school.  A look through Google recently tells me 
that there are approximately 300 school forests in Wisconsin 
and 100 in Minnesota. There are curricula available on the 
internet net.  
 
I learned an important fact about acorns I show in the craft 
exercise on the left. I took a class in hand type setting and 
printing where I happened to meet Bob Judd once again, 
which helped cement our friendship. During the class I made 
up a little poem about green acorns for planting.  There was no 
Tree Foundation Crafts Guild; I made that up on the spot when 
creating the printed piece. 
 
  The majestic and lovely valley oak trees provided acorns that 
were food for early Nisenan Maidu and Miwok inhabitants of 
the Sacramento region. The photograph immediately below 
was taken at the Native American grinding rocks in 
Orangevale. The one below left was taken at the Museum of 
Native Americans in Sutter Fort Park. It shows a mortar and 
pestle used to grind acorns that the natives had accomplished 
with those depressions in the grinding rocks. Preparing acorns 
for eating required extensive rinsings and grinding. The acorn 
is a worthy symbol of life and hope and growth and food.  
 
  Native Americans were not players in the environmental 
politics of the Sacramento region as Native Hawaiians are 

beginning to be in 
their land. Perhaps 
Miwok and Maidu 
people could 
become allies of 
local environ-
mentalists in 
Sacramento if they 
were called upon. 
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Cutting the ribbon to open the new light rail line in 1989. On the left is 
Art Bauer, a Regional Transit Board Member, Mayor Anne Rudin and 
County Supervisor Ila Collin. 

  

Light rail for Sacramento was a triumph of sustained citizen action 
In 1947, Nationwide City Lines, the company contracted to operate Sacramento’s public transit, retired 
the trolleys and replaced them with diesel buses. Nationwide was an affiliate of the General Motors 
Company; selling new diesel buses was a priority. It was 39 years later that urban rail came back with 
the opening of light rail. 
   In 1973 and 1974 a group of citizens in Orangevale led successful campaigns to stop three freeways 
from coming through their community to connect Highway 50 and Interstate 80. Soon after that Wayne 
Hultgren, who had recently moved to Sacramento from San Jose, came to Orangevale and started a local 
chapter of the Modern Transit Society that Wayne had been active with in San Jose. Virginia Zbur was 
the temporary president. Interestingly, in 1973-74 Wayne was the Sierra Club representative to the 
Environmental Council of Sacramento and became chair of its transportation committee. 
   The Modern Transit Society 
provided the impetus, and along 
with many other community 
members and elected people 
they finally achieved approval 
of the concept after many years 
and countless meetings. 
   Early MTS members included 
Larry Bernstein, Alan Erwin, 
Katie Thompson, Al Bulf, Hal 
Wallace, Steve Taber, Alan 
Clarke, Lloyd Connelly, Curtis 
Mekemson and Richard 
Tolmach, who has remained 
very active in promoting 
modern transit locally and 
statewide. Governor Jerry 
Brown’s controversial 
Transportation Secretary 
Adirana Gianturco also played a 
key role in the long effort to achieve success. 
   Wayne was widely regarded as “Father of Light Rail” for his consistent and effective leadership over 
the years, locally and with the legislature. A station on the new Regional Transit South Line was named 
after him.  
   Wayne’s story, for which I thank his wife Ruth,6 is a good example of what Michael Bernick and 
Robert Cervero describe as a key ingredient to success in their book “Transit Villages in the 20th 
Century,7” “The most elusive item . . . is inspired leadership: the emergence of someone who, against 
the odds, is willing to make the kinds of sacrifices necessary to see a transit village proposal through to 
implementation. People cannot be recruited into such roles. They must seek them out themselves. In 

                                                
6 http://www.friendsoflightrail.org/ See the section on “History of Light Rail.”  While I was active in Sacramento 
I did not know all those individuals I have listed here in the story. But I wish I had known the story then, because 
there would have been more people whom I might have talked with and learned some important lessons. 
7 “Transit Villages in the 20th Century,” by Michael Bernick and Robert Cervero, © 1997 by McGraw Hill 
Companies, Inc.  Wayne was of course just trying to get the light rail line built, but I think the description is apt. 
In Sacramento there are many opportunities for building transit-oriented communities, and they await passionate 
advocates.  I recommend this book highly. 
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them must be the passion, the commitment and determination to see that transit-
oriented communities get built.”  
   The odds were stacked against the effort, as detailed in “Politics and Technical 
Uncertainty in Transportation Investment Analysis.8”  One telling critique was that 
densities along the proposed line were not adequate to support it, which remains an 
issue to this day, and which ECOS tried to deal with in Natomas. A useful summary 
of such fundamental information can be found in John Holtzclaw’s 1994 paper.9   
   Why is public transportation important?  For those with any doubts in these days 
of rising gasoline costs, a recent paper details the benefits for lower gasoline use and 
air quality:” For every passenger mile traveled by Americans, public transportation 
produces only five percent as much carbon monoxide, less than ten percent as much 
volatile organic compounds, and a little more than half as much carbon dioxide and 
nitrogen oxides.10  
 

   It was with some excitement that I answered an ad for a graphic designer at 
Regional Transit in 1988. One reason was that after a two-year stint of teaching 
printing for a few years at Folsom Prison and receiving a few death threats, I had 
decided to look for less stressful employment. The other was working for light rail.  
   I was hired to be a graphic designer by Wendy Hoyt at Sacramento Regional 
Transit in the Marketing Department, for which I remain grateful. Wendy was smart, 
was Assistant General manager of RT, and very young to have such an important 
position. I later learned that she had saved my job four different times when my 
immediate supervisor had tried to get me fired - and I had thought I was doing such 
a great job!  Later Wendy left to become a transportation consultant for developers 
and it was an interesting part of the challenge for me when we were on opposites 
sides of an issue.  
   My main task at RT was to produce the bus schedule book and other marketing 
materials. The most interesting design work related to the opening of the new light 
rail system a year away, and there was much additional creative preparation for this.  
 
   The first day on the job, one of my assistants was doing a brochure with hand-
drawn artwork to invite people to the opening of the K Street Mall, a pedestrian 
walkway in the center of town that would now carry light rail tracks. I immediately 
told her to work on something else and went to look at the site. At that time at street 
level there was a total disaster, with chain link fences, piles of dirt and bricks and 
other mess. But I looked up at the cornices of those buildings and was intrigued.  I 
came back with my camera and took pictures of every cornice and put them together 
to make the long narrow poster you see on this page.  
 

                                                
8 “Politics and Technical Uncertainty in Transportation Investment Analysis,” by Robert A. Johnson, Daniel 
Sperling, Mark A. DeLuchi, and Steve Tracy, University of California, Berkeley, April, 1986, UCTC Report No. 
417. 
9 “Community Characteristics Promoting Transit and Walking,” Dr. John Holtzclaw, a respected Sierra Club 
adviser, (from "Using Residential Patterns and Transit To Decrease Auto Dependence and Costs"; Natural 
Resources Defense Council, June 1994) 
10  “Conserving Energy and Preserving the Environment: The Role of Public transportation,” by Robert J. 
Shapiro, Kevin A. Hassett and Frank S. Arnold, American Public Transportation Association, July, 2002 
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I took this photograph to use in Regional Transit brochures 
before light rail officially opened. In the foreground is my 
sweetheart Betsy Whitney with her guide dog Mariah.  Often 
when doing graphics for public agencies I tried to show the 
world as I wanted to see it with people of all races, ages and 
those with disabilities – an inclusive world.  

    Each of the 
light rail stations 
contained art 
works designed 
especially for 
that station. My 
assignment was 
to produce a 
brochure to show 
the art at 26 
stations that 
would fit into a 
#10 business 
envelope for 
easy mailing. 
The decorative 
Hispanic tile 
work produced for the 12th Street Station was wonderful. There was about twenty feet of tile that was 
beautiful. How could I display that to catch its beauty in the tiny format, 3”x 9” when folded? That was 
the design challenge. 
 

Sales Tax Success     
My first foray into local environmental politics began when a local sales tax issue was defeated in a 
primary election. It had been opposed by some of Sacramento’s original light rail advocates because 
sales taxes are regressive: the poor do pay more, percentagewise; which they felt was unjust, which I 
respected. But, the half-cent tax would pay Regional Transit more than a million dollars a month to buy 
more busses, pay for the new light rail system and make light rail more attractive and useful for 
everyone. In my judgement this was more important. I joined with other transit advocates and helped 
start an organization focused on passing the tax in the general election.  
   Jane Hagedorn of the American Lung Association - Emigrant Trails invited us to use their conference 
room.  It was probably her idea to start the group. I here give my salute of appreciation for the role Jane 
and Curt Mekemson at Lung have played 
in providing meeting facilities, offices, 
post office boxes and limited secretarial 
service to dozens of organizations over the 
years. They have nurtured much 
constructive community effort.     
   I shared my ideas and put together a 
newsletter we circulated widely that 
portrayed the broad support among citizen 
groups, politicians, business people and 
developers. The newsletter gave the 
names of every person and organization 
and carried sharp articles that supported 
the tax. And we won! After the election, 
Chris Hunter, who had been the leader of 
our Light Rail and Transit Advocates, 
told the group that she thought I had 

This brochure will fold to fit into a #10 standard business envelope. 
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played a pivotal role in our success, which kind of surprised me. Had my newsletters and other ideas had 
such an effect?  
   A couple of years later, I went to Regional Transit’s controller Doug Wentworth and asked him when 
the next sales tax check came in if I could get a look at it. Doug called me one day and invited me up. A 
nice moment it was. Over a million bucks in the check he showed me! I had played a role in that.  
 
   I worked at Regional Transit 10 years to the very day after my retirement vested.  
 
   When I first came to town I lived at Capitol Towers, a development that had been constructed on four 
320’ square Sacramento city blocks including the streets between them bounded by N, O, 5th and 7th 
streets. There was a high rise tower and garden apartments with a total of 409 units, a number of small 
stores, a workout room, a hot tub, Olympic swimming pool and a fine bar whose specialty was good 
Irish coffee with which I could celebrate my heritage. I thought the place was delightful. Congressman 
and urban developer James Scheuer of New York City assembled the property in the late 1950s. Rumor 
has it that William Casey, former head of the Central Intelligence Agency, was also one of the partners. 
 
    The new light rail line was laid out to go right past the Towers. Across the street are high-rise state 
office buildings. For a while, Peter Calthorpe worked for the State Architect’s Office a block away and 
lived at the Towers. Calthorpe later became well known nationally as a land planner and author of the 
pedestrian pockets idea, which was vigorously promoted by the Environmental Council of Sacramento. 
That simple smart concept is: put dense residential, apartment and office development across the street 
from light rail stations. You see this all over Europe. It is my contention that his inspiration came from 
living at Capitol Towers. 
 

Showing the personality of Sacramento was my aim with the commemorative poster above. Photographs show the 
history, lifestyles and aspirations of Sacramento County. Simplicity was not my style at the time. I went to all the 
local professional photographers and looked through their slide collections, picked 65 good ones, paid them, and 
pasted it together, slicing the prints like a surgeon, print by print, and pasting it together with rubber cement. It is 
the kind of project that would be relatively easy to accomplish with computers in 2005, but was much more a 
hands-on craft project then. For many years it was displayed in the City Council’s waiting room. 
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The Mysterious Environmental Council of Sacramento 
At a “Where do we go from here?” victory meeting after the sales tax for light rail ballot success I first 
met Dave Mogavero from the mysterious Environmental Council of Sacramento.  
   During the meeting he waved a dense typewritten manuscript 
he had created and told us about his vision to change develop-
ment policies of the County in the new revision of the General 
Plan that was about to begin. I was a graphic designer and 
former magazine editor so I offered to make an attractive 
document out of it. ECOS was mysterious to me because at the 
time they did not announce when they held public meetings and 
I did not know anyone who was on it. I would just see articles 
about it in the newspaper. 
   The resulting 16-page ECOS Working Paper carried the 
challenge in large type on its cover: “We must adopt a land use 
strategy that allows the billions in public and private money that 
will be invested into new structures in our community to be 
applied to an enhancement of our future, and not contribute to 
the problems.”  
   That was the challenge, all right, well stated. Inside was the 
agenda for action. That paper put our cards on the table. I was 
inspired.  
   Dave was focusing his efforts on the County General plan,  
besides running a busy architectural practice, and the efforts were beginning to bear fruit. He knew how 
to bring people together and focus their collective energies. I was asked to become a member of the 
ECOS Neighborhoods Committee that included architect John Terry and Robert Sherry among others. 
Robert later went on to become County Planning director. 
   David’s paper combined his own ideas with those of Peter Calthorpe, a planner who had worked at the 
State Architect’s office in Sacramento and proposed the “Pedestrian Pocket” idea; Andres Duany, who, 
with his wife Elizabeth Plater-
Zyberk, was establishing a 
great reputation after design-
ing Seaside, Florida; and 
Christopher Alexander, who 
wrote one of the best planning 
books ever created, “A Pattern 
Language.” “Pattern Lan-
guage” is a must-read for 
urban environmental 
advocates. 
   The essence of the concept 
is a dense mix of uses and 
open space within normal 
walking distance to transit.  
 
   Mogavero’s initiatives on the General Plan were thrilling for those of us new to community design. He 
scheduled a charette, a French term well known to architects that actually refers to a cart for carrying 
drawing tools and supplies. What is means today is an opportunity for people to gather to brainstorm 
planning and design ideas. About 120 people were invited to the three-day event, starting on a Friday 
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Sacramento’s prototype pedestrian pocket at Capitol 
Towers and the 8th & O Station. Across the street in 
the direction light rail is traveling (to the right) are 
multi-story state office buildings. 

evening. They included community group members, low income housing advocates, developers, city 
and county planners, elected people, environmentalists, reporters and many others. The concepts were 
explained the first night. Next day people were assigned to groups to go to various locations around the 
city and come up with ideas to apply the concepts they had learned the night before. They all had copies 
of the Working Paper he had written.  Sunday was the time to display the results of Saturday’s 
explorations.  
   That same Sunday morning a huge page and a half article appeared in the Bee Forum section written 
by Richard Trainor. I had been sharing and debating our ideas at some length with Richard, a local 
writer on urban issues. The article was titled: “Pedestrian Pockets: An Idea Whose Time Has Come?” 
   After that weekend the new concepts were on the public planning agenda in Sacramento! Developer 
Angelo Tsakopolous invited Andres Duany to Sacramento to make a presentation in Folsom.   
   Senior County Planning staff organized a field trip to Portland, Oregon, which was attracting attention 
as a model of intelligent transit and land use policies. I was promoting it vigorously at County 
Supervisors’s meetings. Attending in Portland were Gail Ervin, Mike Eaton and I from ECOS, Tom 
Hutchings and Robert Sherry from County Planning, and Bill Krum and Jim Ray and of the Building 
Industry Association.  We heard about the efforts to focus higher densities near the rail lines, and we 
heard from the Portland BIA about their problems with the urban limit line there.  The focus was on 
infill, infill, and developers were tired of it. (We, of course, loved the sound of that word.) They felt that 
they were being forced to build on areas where there should have been no construction, like hillsides.    
   Early on in the Sacramento General Plan process Peter Calthorpe had been hired by the County to 
develop Transit Oriented Development (TOD) Guidelines – a direct outgrowth of Mogavero’s and 
senior County Planning staff’s efforts. Such guidelines would be a first in the nation. Rob Sherry told 
me the term TOD was invented in his office. Calthorpe designed the Laguna West development in South 
Sacramento, and went on to write books11 and achieve a national reputation as a proponent of the “New 
Urbanism.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                
11 “The New American Metropolis – Ecology, Community and the American Dream,” Peter Calthorpe, © 1993 
Princeton Architectural Press, New York.  The diagram above is in this book. Another source for information 
about transit oriented developments can be found at http://www.todadvocate.com/.  
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    Peter  Calthorpe defines transit-oriented development in his book “The New Metropolis” as “a mixed-
use community within an average 2,000 foot walking distance of a transit stop and core commercial 
area. TODs mix residential, retail, office, open space and public uses in a walkable environment, making 
it convenient for residents and employees to travel by transit, bicycle, foot or car.12”  
   In Holland Vicki Lee and I saw compact settlements near rail lines with medium high rise apartments 

in the middle of farmland that 
seemed to meet Calthorpe’s 
description. It is obviously a good 
way to protect vital farmland and 
limit auto use. This pattern was one 
we saw all over Europe, from 
medieval to modern cities. We did 
not see much sprawl of houses that 
is so ubiquitous in the U.S. Gas 

prices over there have been high for decades, and this is perhaps one of the reasons for the sensible 
development patterns and smaller vehicles. In the countryside in France and Italy there were few fences. 
Farmers lived in villages and drove or walked out to their farms, not wasting good farmland on their 
homes and yards. In the early ‘90s there were few sprawling housing developments like Los Angeles 
and South Sacramento. 
 
Nante, France This city in France is one where the fares that light rail and 
bus riders put into the fare boxes support all the expenses of the transit 
system. This is unheard of in the United States. Regional Transit General 
Manager Tom Matoff pointed it out to me. A visit there showed the many 
apartment buildings close to the rail tracks. That was the answer for why 
farebox revenues were so high. The town center was bustling with activity 
and trains and buses feeding one another with passengers. 
 

Toronto, Ontario, Canada This smart Canadian city has subways, light 
rail lines on the surface that cross the subway at its entrances, and bus 
lines that branch out from the light rail. Surrounding each crossing of 
light rail and subways is a collection of multi-story office and apartment 
buildings like those shown in the photograph. Subway is underground 
and light rail is perpendicular to the subway direction on the surface. I 
brought back photographs and diagrams of housing and office densities 

that were required around these transit centers and shared these with city and county planners, elected 
officials and planning commissioners. 
 
Letchworth, England This town was the dream of Ebenezer 
Howard, born in 1850. He wanted to create new towns to 
transform society and wretched urban living conditions. He 
published “Garden Cities of Tomorrow,” now out of print, 
which has been an acknowledged inspirational forerunner of 
ideas like Calthorpe’s.  This main street is not far from the 
passenger rail line and is surrounded by residences, apartments 
and a factory on the other side of the tracks along with a great 
park and more residences. A lovely place. 
                                                
12 Ibid, page 56 
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ARCO Arena, home of the                                     Sacramento Kings, a Kings, 
the National Basketball                                                                                  
Association team. In 2007                             2007, developers                                                                                    
developers wanted to push                                                                                    
out beyond and build yet another arena, if they can develop more.  

 

This shows South Natomas in the foreground, 
Interstate 80, and North Natomas beyond 
that with Arco Arena on the left, the white 
area upper center.  

The power of writing letters – at the right time 
I had started reading the weekly Sacramento Business Journal regularly and noticed articles there and in 
the Sacramento Bee about developers getting restless to develop the 14 square miles of land around 
Arco Arena where the professional National Basketball Association Kings play in North Natomas.  
   There had been lawsuits surrounding the building 
of Arco Arena by ECOS 
and the Natomas Com-
munity Association. This 
led to Mike Eaton of 
ECOS negotiating the 
final details of the 1976 
development plan face-
to-face with Gregg Lu-
kenbill, the young devel-
oper who had master-
minded the plan to attract professional basketball to Sacramento.  
   An outcome of that negotiation set the condition that a baseball stadium must be fifty per cent com-
pleted before phased development of homes and businesses could begin. Lukenbill, after erecting two 
basketball arenas, had barely begun on the stadium when he fell on hard times, had to sell the Kings and 
stadium construction was halted. This is what developers were restless about in 1991. Their Trojan horse 
was falling apart.  
   I saw the handwriting on the wall in those articles about impatient developers: development of that big 
tract of 9,038 acres of agricultural land was probably inevitable, soon. Some environmentalists 
disagreed: keep it in farming, they said. I disagreed. I am former farm boy and an advocate of protecting 
farmland and subsequently helped write final wording to accomplish this in the County General Plan to 
protect the “urban services boundary.” But this was an area just three miles from City Hall in downtown 
Sacramento; it was a couple of miles from the airport and straddled the road between them. It was prime 
for development and developers owned most of it already. And in the early 1990s Sacramento was one 
of the fastest-growing urban areas in the nation. ECOS had its hands full. Joel Garreau in his book 
“Edge City13” told of the dangers of not meeting this challenge in a sensible way. Garreau was an 
inspiration to me. 
 
   What could I do? I was new to the game. Could some impossibly naive effort by me prevent fourteen 
square miles more of the Los Angeles-style development already in evidence in South Sacramento?   
   Who knows? 
   My choice of a method was influenced by a good lesson from a tireless Sacramento public relations 
woman who had amazingly good results in achieving donations of goods and services from businesses 
to help various organizations. She told me her secret: it never hurts to ask, once. If you never ask, you 
will never know. (Unfortunately, I have forgotten her name, but fortunately, not her lesson.) 
   I was also encouraged by David’s Mogavero’s stance vs. the County Goliath to influence the General 
Plan that was beginning to achieve results in the County planning process. He had his hands full so I 
devised my own one good shot in this battle within the City. 
   I interviewed all the environmentalists and community people who had been involved one way or 
another with the 1976 lawsuits. Armed with Mogavero’s paper and some research of my own, and with 
Vicki Lee’s help and encouragement, we worked out a detailed consensus document that all environ-
mental and community people agreed to (with the exception of any comments from Dave, who had 
                                                
13 Edge City: Life on the New Frontier, “Joel Garreau, © 1992, Anchor Books 
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declined to respond after a few requests by me). It listed problem areas and possible solutions that would 
be acceptable for ECOS to agree to a new schedule for development in Natomas with removal of the 
stadium restriction.  
   We sent this as a 10-page letter by mail to the City Planning Department. Vicki signed it representing 
the Sierra Club, me for ECOS. Two months went by. Nothing. I really wasn’t expecting anything. I had 
given it my best shot. If it flies, great. If not, I would move on. 
   Then a letter arrived from from the City. Mike Winn had responded after they sent him our letter! He 
covered 44 of the points raised in our letter, and suggested that we were 80 per cent in agreement and 
perhaps we should talk more. Winn was a member of the Building Industries Association and associated 
with his brothers in Winncrest Homes, a respected local development firm. He had attended Harvard and 
had a Master’s Degree in Urban Planning. He could talk our language. 
   As a result of our exchange, the city decided to get the groups together. 
   I realized soon enough, of course, that it was not that the letter came from me, but from ECOS and the 
Sierra Club. I had just unwittingly tapped into the power they had achieved through successful lawsuits 
and smart advocacy over many years. It takes a team, continued effort over many years and a credible 
“weapon,” legal action, to be effective. What one person can do is join an existing organization and help 
to make it more effective.   
   There have been many very remarkable people making up the team in ECOS through the years, eqach 
who have shined in advocating issues close to their hearts: those I have known, worked closely with and 
respect include Mike Eaton, Vicki Lee, Jude Lamare, Dave Mogavero, Andy Sawyer, Clyde Macdonald, 
Ann Kohl, Alta Tura, Gail Ervin, Jim Jones, Jim Pachl, John Hopkins, Earl Withycombe, Linda 
Whitney, Ralph Propper, Brent Thrams, Andrea Kincaid, and many, many more. Many ECOS members 
didn’t attend meetings regularly but offered good advice and took effective action when necessary. Each 
brought unique skills to bear.  
   It was Dave Mogavero’s agenda for action that formed the substance of the recommendations. I added 
a few thoughts but mainly was the messenger. So, as an individual, it was clear to me, I couldn’t do it 
alone. Phil Isenberg and Gene Robinson couldn’t have accomplished their ideas alone. I think my whole 
narrative shows how becoming involved in an effective organization can magnify your own earnest 
intentions as you ally with others.  
   So now here was a new challenge: How would we rise to meet this new opportunity? 
 

North Natomas planning in 1992  
was intended as an alternative to lawsuits 
The City brought landowners, developers, the Natomas Community 
Association and environmentalists together to negotiate, instead of 
meeting in court, which had occurred repeatedly over the last 25 
years. It was ECOS’s and the Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund’s 
smart and successful legal work in the public interest that had 
brought us to the table.  
   The advantage for ECOS and the Sierra Club was that instead of 
fighting bad piecemeal development in court, we could try a 
comprehensive negotiation and do it correctly from the beginning. 
Originally the City thought a ten-week effort would be enough, but 
it stretched out for over two years.  
   Years after the planning process a Sacramento citizen put forth to 
me a series of questions about the planning process, which are the 
questions in the subheads that follow. 
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This photograph from the Laguna area in south 
Sacramento shows how community drainage can 
also become an amenity.  This area was designed 
in an exemplary way a decade or more ago, yet 
the policies that enabled it to occur seemed to 
have been forgotten in future years. Below is a 
chain link fenced ditch in the Arden Way area. 

  

Was the Natomas planning fleshed out, or general? 
The planning was very intricate and unprecedented in detail. It involved a fundamental thinking-through 
by all parties involved of every aspect of infrastructure and exploring the multiple connected rami-
fications of each for: (take a deep breath) air quality; community livability; non-car-orientation to 
facilitate transit; walking and bicycling; safety; open space; drainage; minimizing noise; parks; access to 
neighborhood centers; housing mix; the jobs-housing balance, and habitat protection, among other 
issues.  
   In addition we had to confront entrenched city infrastructure policies.  
One example was that the City’s plan for drainage in 
North Natomas required the construction of fourteen 
miles of drainage canals devoid of vegetation and 
lined with chain link fences including two as wide as 
240 feet. ECOS and the Community Association went 
into the process determined to change this. The fences 
would create huge barriers for pedestrian, bike and car 
circulation, thus affecting air quality; they were a 
safety hazard – there had been instances of kids 
climbing over the fences and becoming killed; they 
were ugly; and they used up a lot of land that could 
otherwise be an amenity, like a park. The developers 
agreed with us that these channels should be 
redesigned and fitted into the community as 
greenways, parks and bikeways and function for 
detention and conveying water only during times of 
high rainfall – with no chain link fences – similar to  
areas in south Sacramento. Brent Thrams, a landscape 
architect who was on the ECOS team, helped greatly 
with this. We came up with a plan that saved about 
$80 million in infrastructure costs here, improved 
community circulation and added useable green space.  
The City was required to re-think its boilerplate 
drainage policies.  They weren’t happy about it.  
 

What did they promise us? What 
concessions did we get?  
“The 1986 plan wasn’t surgically improved; it was 
completely overhauled.” said Mike Winn, quoted in a 
March 1996, article in Urban Land magazine, by Janice Filip. 
   We proposed policies; the developers proposed policies. We all had to agree before they could be 
approved. 
   “This style of negotiations and meetings is unparalleled, I have never heard of anything like this 
before,” said Bob Riolo, senior vice president of Sacramento Savings, a substantial landowner in 
Natomas, quoted in a Sacramento Bee article, March 31, 1994. “It wasn’t exactly a love fest because 
there were still a lot of hardball negotiations going on, but I think we all learned something about 
ourselves – and the other side,” he said.   
   When it was all over, every aspect of the final plan was signed off by ECOS and the Natomas 
Community Association, developers and landowners, and approved unanimously by the City Council. 
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    I feel that we got virtually everything we had the sense at the time to ask for in terms of policy and the 
design of the area.  
 

Negotiating with the powerful: obtain a commitment to make decisions by consensus  
Equalizing the power relationships in the negotiation was key for environmentalists and community  
people to survive it. We could have been overwhelmed. We had neither staff, nor money for studies. We 
were volunteers with day jobs and families. The other side had money, lawyers and professional 
planning companies. Indeed, developers and landowners ended up spending about $5 million (by my 
unofficial estimate) to pay for a contingent of full-time City staff, professional planning consultants, 
lawyers and legal fees before the effort was complete. We did not receive a nickel for all the time we 
spent, not that we expected to, but it was a huge burden for people with nine to five jobs.    
   Every decision was made by consensus, a possibly unprecedented situation in California in dealing 
with development issues. This means that the four groups at the negotiation each had a veto over any 
proposed policies. 
   The nature of such a negotiation is that you often don’t get exactly what you want, but you do get what 
you can live with. If you cannot live with it, it gets changed. You usually find that you learn things from 
the other side, or City staff, or consultants, that you had not been aware of before and become more 
realistic in your approach. It is a give and take. And it is a tremendous education. 
 

Who were the players? 
Representing ECOS were Brent Thrams and Dave Mogavero; representing Sierra Club 
were Vicki Lee and Tom Whitney. 
   Representing the Natomas Community Association were Ray Tretheway, Gregg 
Wardrip, Roger Lehutsky and Sally Hudson.  
   Developers included Richard Benvenuti, Mike Winn, George Tsakopoulous, Solon 
Wisham and Joe Benvenuti. 
   North Natomas Landowners Association people included Bob Riolo, Gregory 
Thatch, Russell Fong, Mike Brumbaugh and Mary Ose.  
   City Staff were Bob Thomas, then Deputy City Manager and manager of the 
process, Gary Stonehouse, Carol Shearly, who later became the Natomas “Czar” in 
City Planning, Dave Melko, former Regional Transit Planner, Jim McDonald and Art 
Gee, Scott Mende and Tom Friery, City Treasurer.  
   Ed Witter represented himself as an unaffiliated property owner, bringing an important perspective. 

   Planning 
Commissioners 
attending but not 
participating 
included Rita 
Donahue and Linda 
Myers. 
 

How did the 
process work? 
Many people put in 
countless hours on 
all sides. Typically 
we would meet 

about 5:00 p.m. at the sewer plant conference room in Land Park every two weeks. The meetings would 
last until about 9 p.m. with a good break in the middle. The breaks were important because as we ate, we 

Bob Thomas 
Sacramento 
Bee photo by 
Paul Kitagaki Jr. 
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had an opportunity to talk with people from the opposing camps, or among ourselves, if something 
important had arisen. The meetings started at five p.m. because those of un on ECOS and the Natomas 
Community Association had day jobs we needed to attend. 
   Various city staff were the point people for different aspects of the negotiation. Looking back in 
retrospect after spending five years in the Water Forum, I was amazed that we were able to function 
without a professional facilitator in the Natomas negotiations, the function Susan Sherry performed so 
well in the Water Forum. Here staff did the job really well, which in good part was due to the excellent 
management of the process by Bob Thomas. There was no wasted time. We dug into it. Bob had us deal 
with the issues on which there was most agreement first.  
   Each week we would carry home papers to read and talk over among ourselves so we had a good 
understanding of the issue and a united front the next time. We would come up with our own issues. 
   After a while I figured out an appropriate motto: the last person standing wins. It was an endurance 
test. I personally went to over 100 meetings. About a third of them were the full-scale group meetings 
with four community people, four environmentalists, four developers and four landowners and City staff 
and associated consultants. The other “sidebar” meetings to initiate new concepts, review reports or 
finalize nitty gritty details were usually attended by me for the environmentalists and Sally Hudson for 
the Natomas Community Association and eight or ten lawyers, planners and developers on the other 
side. I got them to schedule meetings at 5 p.m., because I had a day job.  Early on, Dave Mogavero 
attended a number of sidebar meetings for ECOS also. 
   If a person did not attend sidebar meetings it was impolitic to question your own representative later 
about decisions they had made during the meeting. If you wanted a say, you had to be there, so I went to 
meeting after meeting; over a hundred, eventually. 
   Even if it was ten to two in the sidebar meetings, if the other side tried to overpower us, the result 
could still be vetoed in the Working Group because of consensus decision-making. Thus we were not 
intimidated. This was a big burden lifted, I cannot emphasize that enough. 
 

City Staff worked for us, the Working Group  Another power equalizer was the way staff functioned. 
As the Natomas discussion around the table took place, staff were taking notes, and these were 
incorporated in the next meeting’s report-back and resulted in draft proposed policies or issues for 
further discussion on that item. If the policies were not acceptable to each of the four groups, they were 
discussed and went back for revision. Here the participants controlled the agenda and the policy 
documents.  
   This may seem like an obvious approach to the uninitiated, but here is the rub. It is highly unusual. 
Not long after the Natomas effort, I started attending Sacramento County Planning meetings on various 
elements of their new General Plan revision. Here typically, staff would write a position paper and 
propose policies. They would call a meeting that might have representatives of twenty or more 
organizations who would review the paper and the staff’s proposed policies. Staff would respond to 
comments verbally. People would speak. But, typically, comments people made were not incorporated 
in County staff revisions for future meetings. When I finally asked a staff person about this, he told me 
that since the comments were just by individuals, they let them pass and made no changes. When I 
pointed out that our ECOS organization represented 12,000 people this did not seem to matter to the 
planner. Another County staff person told me that we would have to write a letter to the Planning 
Department if we wanted to have input. What was the point of the public meetings? Apparently to 
announce what staff had written! And not to receive input! Incredible! Clearly in this situation, County 
staff was controlling the agenda and effectively blunting community input on a wide range of policies 
that went to the Board of Supervisors. This may not have been intentional, but that was the result. 
Because this second approach is so widely pervasive in planning circles, it deserves attention if you find 
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yourself involved in such activities. Ask for consensus decision-making. This last paragraph took me a 
couple of years to grasp what had been going on. 
    I think this is a big issue that needs to be dealt with. The County process I described above is just 
about the normal process in dealing with community planning issues. Because the consensus process 
may not be an easy concept to include in normal planning (because a negotiation like that involves 
power relationships and big stakes that must be dealt with), the key to changing it may be working to get 
staff to be more responsive in including comments and actually adjusting the policies as a result of 
comments, otherwise the public participation is a sham. The whole activity gave the appearance of 
community involvement in the planning process, but it was so structured by County staff that it was an 
almost pointless exercise for the community representatives involved.  I invite comment from readers as 
to whether they also have noticed this process in action whitneye001@hawaii.rr.com in other places. 
 

Preparation is essential  Yet another power equalizer was my own approach to the negotiations. I’m 
not being self-serving in mentioning this. Not providing much of a home life for my partner at that time, 
I did my homework extensively. I was a kind of boring guy to live with. As she observed once, as we 
both came home from our day jobs, I always was either going to a meeting or preparing to go to one. 
That was pretty much true. I was on my ascendancy in environmental advocacy and scrambling. She had 
been involved up to her ears for years, was burning out and seeking other kinds of fun and travel. Our 
different trajectories eventually cost me a relationship with a fine person. 
   Whenever I wrote an advocacy paper, which I did for many of the side-bar meetings, and a number of 
the regular ones, I would start it with a clear headline for 
the position we were advocating and have and a half 
page of discussion, plus at least a couple of footnotes 
showing backup for the positions I was advocating. The 
footnotes were important because I realized early that 
public agencies are somewhat reluctant to embrace 
totally untried concepts because they are risking public 
tax money. Developers are similarly hesitant to spend 
money on untried concepts. So I marshaled all the re-
search I could find.  
   At those sidebar meetings – that we required by held 
in the late afternoon because of our regular day jobs – it 
was usually Sally Hudson of the Natomas Community 
Association and me against eight or ten of their side’s 
lawyers, planners and representatives getting paid for 
their presence. I would distribute copies of the latest 
paper I had created the night before for everyone at the 
meeting with our ideas of how the topic on the agenda for the meeting should be dealt with. And usually 
the meetings went our way, or our issues were included to a substantial degree! Other times we listened 
as staff or consultants’ preliminary work was explained. 
   I was working full time at Regional Transit doing graphic design and working just about forty hours a 
week on this stuff.  
   Many environmentalists find themselves with little time to do extensive research to back up their 
positions. They want a life - smart people! They tend to raise objections in meetings and expect public 
staff, or somebody, to be assigned to solve a problem which perhaps is a reasonable position. 
   I found this often does not work in practice.  My earlier descriptions of the County Planning meetings 
goes to this point.  
 

Perhaps I overdid it somewhat, but I paid a lot 
of attention to detail in my advocacy efforts, 
which meant lots of reports to read.  The stack 
first on the right was Natomas stuff. Fourth 
from right between two bookshelves, about five 
feet high, is from the Water Forum. There was 
a stack to the ceiling in another corner on flood 
issues.  
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   A person who backs up their objections with suggestions for solutions does the most effective 
advocacy, particularly if they have written them on paper and included footnotes. And numbers do 
count; being specific.  
   Some citizens might say it is not their job to do that research and staff work. Maybe. But if you want 
results, that’s what you usually have to do. It is very true that there can be a personal cost in relationship 
tensions because of the time it takes.  It is a cost of democracy perhaps. 
   “Most of our environmental opposition hits us with a pretty broad swipe, so we hit back in pretty much 
the same fashion. With Tom, he took the time and he had the energy to 
really surgically get involved in the design of a neighborhood rather 
than give a knee-jerk reaction on everything,” Mike Winn said in a 
Sacramento News and Review article, January 7, 1998. “Unlike other 
enviros, Whitney stayed in touch with bureaucrats and builders 
throughout the process, “ Winn said. This takes a lot of work, but 
Whitney “didn’t seem to tire of that – though there were days we tired 
of Tom.” 
 
Quick Study? As an environmental advocate one must come up to 
speed in a number of complex fields quickly to be effective. You need 
to learn enough about an area of expertise that you can argue the merits 
of its policies credibly with City and County employees who make their 
living implementing the policies you are criticizing. How did I do that? 
   For the latest information I would first look for research papers 
delivered at conferences, then conference proceedings, which lag a year 
or so. I would attend conferences if they were held in my area. Discussions in the hallways can be very 
enlightening. For example I flew to San Diego to attend the annual conference of the Association of 
State Floodplain Managers; attended sessions, asked questions, picked up literature.  
   Next I would buy the most recently published books in a field and read them, or I would borrow them 
from sympathetic professionals. I figured that if I read the three most recently published books in a field 
and was able to quote them appropriately and show relevant illustrations, charts and diagrams of their 
main points, I was well armed for my environmental battles. The best West Coast bookstore for 
planning, architecture and environmental books is the William E. Stout store in downtown San 
Francisco. Be prepared to spend some money. My local Tower Books store, the original at Land Park 
Drive and Broadway, was also an excellent source. By the time I left Sacramento in 1999, I had one of 
the best collections of environmental and city planning books in Northern California. When I was 
leaving, the City Planning staff asked if they could have for their own staff library any books I was not 
taking, which I was happy to oblige.   
   Today I would use Google, constantly.   
 
No voice for public officials  Another rule of the negotiation was that not even the area’s elected 
representative could have a voice in the proceedings. No undue political influence should be brought to 
bear, was the idea behind this. The idea was that the warring parties in the community would cooperate 
on an agreed-upon solution – which each would not attempt to undercut later for their advantage – and 
the whole package would be presented to the City Council for approval.  
   That all sounds good, but on the other hand, without the council people having been much involved in 
the negotiations they might not have been as jealous to guard against any changes in the plan, and they 
may not be very familiar with the intricacies of the plan. These are the two horns of that dilemma.  It 
was my impression that in later years some of the finer points in the plan suffered because Council 
people had not been more involved in the planning – but if they had been? Who knows?  
 

A person who backs 
up their objections 
with suggestions for 
solutions does the 
most effective 
advocacy, 
particularly if they 
have written them on 
paper and included 
footnotes. 
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“Cards on the table” at the beginning of negotiations. Another rule was that once negotiations began, 
fundamentally new ideas could not be advanced. All sides had “put their cards on the table.” This is one 
of the hallmarks of interest-based negotiation. It makes sense, and is discussed in the book “Getting to 
Yes,” by Roger Fisher, William L. Ury, and Bruce Patton, Editor. I recommend that book. The set of 
principles described in it were later used in the Water Forum Process with some success. 
    

   The rules worked. The strength of these rules was demonstrated in the very first meeting. A very large 
crowd was in attendance, which included Heather Fargo, the Natomas City Councilwoman soon to 
become the intelligent, attractive and gracious Mayor of Sacramento. After the meeting had officially 
started she wanted to speak. Bob Thomas, the Deputy City Manager, had to gently explain to Heather, 
one of his bosses, that she could not participate. She was visibly frustrated. It underlined the shared 
power of the negotiating group. Elected officials wouldn’t railroad us, not that Heather was trying to do 
this, she was just trying to exercise her good sense, but someone else could have.  
   Also during that first meeting, Dave Mogavero started proposing a huge wildlife preserve in the mid-
dle of North Natomas to protect the Swainson’s hawk. This had not been agreed upon by all parties. We 
had agreed to protect hawk habitat along the Sacramento River, where the birds nested in old, tall trees, 
and the details of this would be worked out in the planning process. Eyebrows started to rise and frowns 
furrowed the faces of many developers as he continued on that track. Bob Thomas called for a break and 
quietly urged us to pull Dave’s chain on the issue. We did, and Dave left it alone, but he was not at all 
happy about it.  
   This action of cutting short issues not on the table was the result of David not participating in the 
earlier effort to develop the consensus document. He apparently had not realized how important the it 
would be, and that by publishing the document the environmental community had “put its cards on the 
table.” Dave eventually dropped out of the negotiations. This was unfortunate because it was his 
approach to community involvement and good research that had been Vicki’s and my inspiration in 
getting the process started.  
 

Was there any provision for transit, 
pedestrians and biking? 
Planning for transit, pedestrians and biking, thus for air 
quality, was one of the keystones of our effort. Here is 
some of what we all achieved: 
 

• We developed land use and transportation patterns 
that supported transit and pedestrian circulation.  
 

• More narrow roads in neighborhoods to slow traffic. 
This cut the amount of land dedicated to roads. It would 
enable more complete tree cover of streets, as Ray 
Tretheway pointed out, thus dealing with the urban heat 
island effect; and it would make neighborhoods more 
livable. 
 

• Highest densities closest to transit  Sacramento 
consultant Jude Lamare, Ph.D.,  in a 1992 Sacramento 
study for J.D. Frantz Research found that “Those who 
walk to and from transit (in Sacramento) typically walk 
less that a quarter-mile (where a quarter-mile is defined as 
three blocks). Sixty-two percent of the walkers go two 
blocks or less (or less than a quarter mile) on their way to K Street Mall in Downtown Sacramento. 
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transit, and sixty-four 
percent of those walking to 
their destination get there in 
less than a quarter mile. One 
result of our planning efforts 
was that within one fourth 
of a mile of light rail and the 
bus transfer center density 
can be greater that 29 
dwelling units per acre.  
 

• A change in the floor 
area ratios (FAR). Dave 
Mogavero called for this 
essential change. FAR is the 
ratio of a building footprint to open space and parking on lots. The standard City policies would have 
resulted in typical suburban car-oriented development style, which we were determined to overcome. 
   An example of this is: if you build on 250 out of 1,000 square feet of land, this is would be known as 
an FAR of .25. The level of density at which light rail starts making economic sense is 2.0 FAR, 
according to Joel Garreau in “Edge City.”  
 
• Rerouting of light rail north of Del Paso. We wanted the town center to be like the K Street Mall, as 
shown in my photograph on the above on page 23 and on pages 16 and 17, with pedestrian access from 
office buildings and stores on both sides of the rail line. So often light rail has been routed along busy 
streets that don’t offer the same easy access to the cars as a pedestrian mall does.  The Working Group 
agreed to this but I am not sure Regional Transit ever really did, officially. 
   For the first time in a master-planned community in Sacramento, developers dedicated all the light rail 
right-of-way. In addition they contributed a transit fee totaling $8 million, which I personally pushed for. 
 
 

• A unique planning principle requiring that 80 per cent of the homes be within 880 feet of a park or 
open space.  “When Tom Whitney first made that proposal, we in the development community went 
fairly ballistic,” recalled Terry Teeple, a consultant for the developers, in an article by Janice Fillip in 
Urban Land magazine, March 1996. “But when planning consultants put the ideas to paper, the found a 
way that it could work. ‘The environmental side of the Working Group won that round,’ Mike Winn 
noted. ‘The definition of open space was flexible enough to provide good planning opportunities, so it 
wasn’t a big constraint.’ Parks, drainage corridors, agricultural buffers, golf courses, lakes and school 
grounds are included in that definition.’” This had in a big part been due to my and our determination to 
dramatically modify the drainage ways and make them usable.  

   I was very pleased to see that in future years, developers were using that principle as one of the selling 
points of their people-friendly homes. 
   But City (Parks) staff were only passively accepting of this principle, and some of the drainage ways 
are not well integrated into the communities.  But they were not unalterably ugly. 
 

• 247 acres of acres of linear, community and neighborhood parks. 
 

• Multiple routes connecting different developments within the community so all traffic would not 
funneled to the arterials.  
   Many do not understand that the more intersections there are, the more pedestrian is the environment; 
and cars get around easier as well. Typically suburban design forces every vehicle to arterials.  We 
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looked at an early plan in Natomas for a proposed development called Northborough. There were 8 
access roads to the space. In downtown Sacramento there would have been 56.  
 

•  More attention to bus stops as attractive areas I think we were not so successful here. We used 
information like that on a page from the fine book “A Pattern Language,” to help people focus on the 
concept. Amazingly I had difficulty getting Regional Transit to focus on the idea of making bus stops 
more attractive, although the idea makes good sense.  
 

Other issues 
 

• An urban forest master plan for Natomas was created at the urging of Ray Tretheway. 
 

\• More fine-grained mix of housing units, to get away from the Los Angeles style of vast tracts of 
similar homes. By this we meant different uses closer together, getting away from the vast tracts of 
purely residential, or only office districts, one finds in Los Angeles. In the old days this meant ground 
floor retail with apartments on the upper floors. 
 

• The land plan was designed irrespective of who 
owned the land. It was organized around 14 
neighborhoods and the road, walking and cycling 
networks that bring them together and connect with the 
rest of the community. 
 
• A more attractive streetscape. They agreed to one of 
my proposals to overcome the effects one can see in some 
South Sacramento developments, and in South Natomas, 
where you are confronted with a street of garages. This 
conflicts with “eyes on the street,” one of the guiding 
principles put forth in “The Death and Life of Great 
American Cities,” the great book by Jane Jacobs, another 
recommended book. In Natomas garages were to be at least be on an even line with other parts of the 
house facing the street if not moved to the back or side of the house.  
 
• We paid much attention to the jobs-housing balance.  It was intended that as many as 60,000 people 
might live, and that many might work, in Natomas. When the balance is more even, there tends to be 
less long distance travel. But as we have seen business has been slow to move in to the area. In the late 
1980s and in the early 1990s, it was anticipated that there could be much “back room” employment that 
would employ many people for financial and other companies that need to accomplish a lot of computer 
input. This trend did not materialize.  
 
• Creation of a new zoning designation to stimulate mixed use and employment generating uses at 
light rail stations and along the freeways. The most intense designation, EC80, occurs in zones within 
one-quarter mile of the community’s proposed six light rail stations. Up to 25 per cent of the acreage in 
an EC can be used for medium or high density residential. 
   One reality check we discovered is that mixed-use development is not an easy concept for developers 
to grasp, although it is popular among “New Urbanism” advocates and environmental planners. Mixed-
use is the kind of development that characterized Sacramento and most American cities fifty to a hun-
dred years ago with shops on the first floors and residential above. This is good for urban areas, because 
it means that many customers of the shops live nearby, and with more people on the streets in the 
evenings it makes them safer. But in this modern day developers each tend specialize in one kind of 
development product.  
 

In South Sacramento, even South Natomas, 
this is a common, grim, scene. You feel like 
you are driving down an alley. We wanted 
to end the desolation and make walking 
attractive. 
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• Big boxes At 
one point in the 
negotiation I 
suggested that 
we needed to 
plan where we 
could put the 
new “big box” 
stores that 
were becoming 
popular. 
Surprisingly, 
no one had 
thought of that. 
Big boxes had 
just started  
springing up; complex department stores were just 
beginning to recognize that their day has passed. Soon after development started in North Natomas, that 
kind of store dominated, and not where we had planned for them to go, but across the road in greater 
numbers than we had ever anticipated.        
 

How about habitat conservation? 
This was the issue Dave Mogavero raised at the first Working Group meeting. His idea as I understood 
it was that there should be a large wildlife area in the very center of then-treeless North Natomas.  
   Others on the environmental side felt at the time that there were areas better suited for mitigation land 
along the river where the Swainson’s Hawks returned to nest year after year in the high trees there and 
feed on agriculture land. They hadn’t been observed nesting in parks in the middle of residential areas; 
they seemed to prefer more wild uninhabited areas along the river. If Dave had raised his issues in a 
timely fashion we could have talked them over among ourselves. 
 

    The issue of fees for habitat mitigation for the Swainson’s Hawk and the giant garter snake was a hot 
one and continues today. The final agreement at that time was that for every acre developed a half-acre 
must be acquired (off-site nearby) and enhanced for habitat mitigation. To fund land acquisition, habitat 
enrichment and maintenance, fees were to be collected at a rate of $2,250 for every acre developed. Not 
fabulous, but it seemed acceptable at the time. 
 

   Another issue that came into sharp focus was the potential source of funds for maintenance the 
mitigation marshland. It was the intention of the developers to work with organizations like Ducks 
Unlimited to create a hunting preserve. Then they created “The Natomas Basin Conservancy.” This 
caused much debate, which has not abated. I am not a hunter so this was hard to swallow. But one needs 
to balance all the issues. Hunting preserves often do in fact provide good habitat, at the mortal cost of 
some, perhaps too many, waterfowl, and keep it maintained by membership fees. Maintenance money is 
an issue one cannot ignore. I leave the debate to others.  
  Very important in keeping the pressure on and visibility of the issue high have been the efforts of Jude 
Lamare and Jim Pachl of Friends of the Swainson’s Hawk. The giant garter snake had a less well-
organized constituency than the Swainson’s Hawk, but Jude and Jim have invited the handsome, non-
poisonous snakes into their protective tent.  One day in the mail I received the anonymous cartoon on 
the next page depicting the anonymous artist’s version of what was happening in North Natomas. 

 
Giant garter snake photograph by George Hansen. 
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   Jim has been accomplishing admirable legal work as he did in the recent $11 million settlement with 
the airport over their unauthorized filling of snake habitat. You would think that the people developing 
the land around the airport would have paid attention to the habitat issues in North Natomas before 
filling the habitat. But they did not. If environmentalists are not constantly vigilant, they’ll get you. 
 

Was the North Natomas Financing Plan financing plan adequate? 
A $730.7 million Finance Plan was approved by the City Council in August 1994. The plan was based 
on pay-as-you-go assessments. My thought at the time, and today, is that this is an idea that makes 
sense. Developers were to pay all infrastructure costs through development impact fees collected at the 
time the developed land is sold. Infrastructure costs to prepare the land for development would be paid 
by developers. This is an advantage to property owners who are not intending to develop their land: this 

way they would not have to incur 
debt on their property until they 
were ready to develop. 
   Mello-Roos bonds are often 
used to finance infrastructure.  A 
special district is created and then 
all property owners in it are 
assessed proportionally to pay 
their share of the infrastructure 
that is created. For property 
owners who do not want to 
develop, like the Witters in this 
case, this is an unfair burden. 
Mello-Roos districts can create 
huge bond debt prior to 
development, forcing large bond 
and mortgage payments long 
before there is revenue from sales 
of developed properties. Some 
Mello-Roos bonds, about 5% of 
infrastructure costs, were to be 
raised for North Natomas by an 
area-wide Mello-Roos District for 
drainage infrastructure, which 
seemed reasonable. 
 

   I was not entirely happy with 
the Financing Plan, in its process 
and results. Meetings were held 
mid afternoon, which were 
difficult for me to attend with my 
day job. It was all numbers and 
we had no way to evaluate the 
soundness of the analysis. After a 
while I got the idea that they had 
stopped inviting me to the 
meetings and finally found that 

This is a cartoon that was anonymously mailed to me during the 
Natomas negotiations. One of the developers’ great hopes when they 
began the Natomas negotiations was that further lawsuits would be 
avoided, such as those relating to wildlife habitat.  Not at the table were 
other state and federal, public and private entities that felt that habitat 
issues had not been adequately addressed and did bring legal action. 
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T-shirt I designed for project participants 
 

my name had been left off the list of Finance Committee members: a sly move on someone’s part. The 
effect was that I could not keep pushing for the transit funding. 
    Obviously the same process ethic was not in play here as it was in the policy phase. The community 
and environmental representatives should have held out for funding an analyst that would have been on 
our side. In a situation like that next time, I would demand that. Later, when I participated in the Water 
Forum, such studies and costly expert assistance requested by the environmental caucus was provided. 
   I pushed as hard as I could for dedicated fees for transit. One estimate in a Business Journal article on 
June 27, 1994, indicated that the development would pay $13 million of the $54 million for transit 
infrastructure. The 1996 Urban Land article said $8 million had been so dedicated. (Was there some 
change? I do not know.) Without my pushing, I doubt there would have been a nickel. Surprisingly all 
along through the Natomas process I almost had to drag Regional Transit Planning staff to meetings, and 
when at meetings they did not take an assertive role, as they could have with all the community support 
we had mustered for their role and needs. I would be interested in seeing a 2009 account of what 
happened with the transit fees in North Natomas. 
   Total infrastructure costs could range up to $27,000 per home in North Natomas, projections at the 
time indicated. It was my understanding that fees there were going to be somewhat higher than in other 
developing areas in the region, so I did not get the idea they were trying to low-ball it more than they 
normally would. 
   The expertise to adequately evaluate the financing plan was not available to us. It might be worth 
considering trying to find some retired public accountants or others with public financial expertise who 
could advise ECOS and other environmental groups in similar situations.  
   I guess we as citizens would expect to rely on City Finance staff for such evaluation, but I never 
seriously looked at the City Finance as truly being on our side for reviewing and checking the 
conclusions and recommendations 
reached by the Finance Plan consultants.   I 
am not saying they were not, but we did 
not have the same sense of trust with City 
staff in the finance process as we had 
earlier.  
   Such an inquiry by some member of 
ECOS or the public would be useful: 
What is the normal practice in the City 
and County for reviewing finance plans 
developed by consultants for developers? 
What has been the accuracy of them as 
reflected, say five or ten years later, in 
terms of what the actual performance has 
been? Does the public end up picking up 
costs that should have been born by 
developers? It is an issue that deserves 
attention when similar situations arise. It 
sounds like a worthy project for 
someone’s doctor’s thesis. Or it is a study 
that should be requested that the City and 
County would fund, so they can handle 
such projects more effectively in the future.  
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Was the North Natomas planning effort successful? 
“Thanks in large measure to the leaders of ECOS, the Environmental Council of Sacramento, there is 
now widespread appreciation of the need to grow more efficiently . . . the trick is to do it well and with 
some grace,” wrote Gary Delson, the “By Design” columnist for the Sacramento Bee, on November 1, 
1992, soon after the planning process was completed. 
   About the new plan “Signed by adversaries who once warred so bitterly,” he wrote, “Take it as 
one of those all to infrequent signs that Sacramento finally is maturing. That it has a chance to cast off 
its Bay Area envy. That it can bury its inferiority complex, if not forever, then at least deeply enough not 
to color its every move.” 
 

• Smart growth In 2001 a new catchword was becoming popular in planning circles: “smart growth.”   
   “The North Natomas Community Plan has become a battleground between smart-growth forces and 
traditional market-driven development because it is one of the largest and best attempts at smart growth 
in the Sacramento region,” wrote Mike McCarthy in a Sacramento Business Journal article, December 
14, 2001. "The plan is tailored to smart-growth principles," said Gary Stonehouse, the city's planning 
director. “In Sacramento, as elsewhere in the country, planners are looking at smart growth to minimize 
individual projects' impact on traffic, air quality, open space, water and other resources, said Judy 
Corbett, executive director of the Local Government Commission.”  
 
• Ahwahnee Award  Years earlier, in 1994 Corbett’s Commission gave its Ahwahnee Award to the 
North Natomas planning effort. The Local Government Commission (LGC) is a nonprofit, nonpartisan, 
membership organization that provides inspiration, technical assistance, and networking to local elected 
officials and other dedicated community leaders who are working to create healthy, walk-friendly, and 
resource-efficient communities.  
   The Ahwahnee Award document said “The City of Sacramento’s North Natomas Planning Principles 
will be used to develop the 9,000-acre North Natomas Community with an integrated mix of residential, 
commercial and industrial uses tied together by a network of transit routes, pedestrian paths, bikeways, 
and streets. The principles were created through a unique working group of city staff, developers, 
community activists and environmentalists who conducted a year’s worth of bimonthly meetings to 
resolve economic, air quality and traffic congestion issues. A sense of place for the community will be 
rooted in the Town Center and extended to surrounding neighborhoods through the elementary schools 
and village commercial centers. ‘Eighty percent of all residential development will be within 880 feet of 
some form of open space,' adds Sacramento Planning Director Gary Stonehouse.” See the full text of the 
Ahwahnee Principles at http://www.lgc.org/ahwahnee/principles.html. You can learn more about the 
Local Government Commission on the web at: 
http://www.lgc.org/center/awards/winners/awards_1994_winners.html. The full text of the community 
plan is available on the web at: http://www.sacsites.com/online_library/community_plans.html. 
 
• Higher density “The presence of these tightly packed town homes, renting for as much as $1,600 a 
month, is one indication that North Natomas will grow up to be different from its suburban peers,” wrote 
Mary Lynne Vellinga, Staff Writer for the Sacramento Bee in her article, “Design highlights 'urban' in 
suburban Natomas plan,” published April 28, 2004, and extensively quoted below. 
  “The difference is by design. When Sacramento city leaders crafted the plan for a new community of 
62,000 people on the city's northern edge, they decided to stress the "urban" in "suburban." The plan 
packs in 10 to 12 dwelling units an acre, twice the density of new subdivisions elsewhere.  
  “The idea was to conserve agricultural land, provide riders for a planned light-rail line and offer 
housing for a variety of ages and incomes.  
   “Now, with North Natomas about half built, the results are emerging - eliciting kudos from regional 
planning officials but a backlash among some residents.  
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   “In the first few years, builders focused mainly on single-family houses with standard-issue suburban 
lots. But with land prices on the rise, they are moving quickly to embrace the city's plans for apartments, 
condominiums, townhouses and tightly packed, detached "cluster homes."  
   “While city officials say they haven't yet achieved the target density, North Natomas residents clearly 
are living closer together than people in most other new communities in the region.  
   " ‘I believe when all is said and done we'll reach the 10 units per acre (target),’ said Carol Shearly, the 
city planner in charge of North Natomas. ‘I'd guess we're in the eight-or nine-units-to-the-acre range 
right now.’ 
   “Regional planning officials say the North Natomas experience strengthens their case for higher 
residential densities in other communities. Its successes could help shift the market region-wide, said 
Mike McKeever of the Sacramento Area Council of Governments. 
   “Bill Mellerup, vice president of community development for Lewis Planned Communities, said "time 
will tell,” how the higher-density products in North Natomas will be accepted. He praised the city's plan 
for plenty of parks and open space to balance out the tightly packed housing.”  
 
• Houses selling fast  “Mayor Heather Fargo credits Natomas as one of the reasons why Sacramento, 
the nation's 37th largest city, is avoiding many of the economic ills that have befallen most U.S. 
municipalities,” wrote Dale Werkman in the Sacramento Bee, April 29, 2005. 
   “Fargo told the Natomas Chamber of Commerce last week that 61 percent of the U.S. cities surveyed 
recently by the National League of Cities said they were less able to meet their financial obligations this 
year than last. She quickly added: "Not us." 
   “In her third annual State of Natomas address, Fargo said that, in part due to Natomas, the city is 
seeing actual sustainable increases in property, sales and utility taxes that pay for planning, 
infrastructure and services. So fast is North Natomas growing, Fargo said, that within the next three 
years, all of the land available for housing is expected to be used up.” 
 
• A hometown endorsement. One of my high school classmates from Burlington, Vermont, 3,000 miles 
across the country, recently moved to North Natomas. She happened to meet now City Councilman Ray 
Tretheway. She spent her life selling real estate in the suburbs of New York City. Susan Weinstein 
recently emailed me to say, “They are developing this entire area and it is really turning out quite 
beautifully.” This was before I told her about my involvement in North Natomas.  I subsequently 
thought about three ways I had personally had affected virtually every lot in North Natomas: (1) the 
880-foot walk to open space, (2) moving back garages, (3) the call through the flood control plan for 
more accessible roofs in case of flooding.  
 
• A landmark effort A Sacramento Bee editorial on April 6, 2004, warned “Careful in Natomas - 
Beware of rezonings for retail schlock.”  “The North Natomas plan represents a landmark effort to plan 
growth so that it does not create the kind of sprawl and snarled traffic that would ultimately choke the 
Sacramento region. Viewed that way, there is more at stake here than just the future of North Natomas. 
If the council can't make a plan and stick to it, what hope is there that other governments in the region 
will do any better?”  
 
• Did environmentalists accomplish something good in North Natomas? There were some good 
reviews of the planning effort; the fine Ahwahnee award; also an award from the California Landscape 
Architects’ Association that was their equivalent of a lifetime achievement award; density is higher than 
other developing areas in the region; and lots are selling like crazy.  But there have been on-going 
concerns about the adequacy of habitat protection. And now, in 2005, developers are attempting to use 
support for yet another, more up-to-date arena to jump north beyond North Natomas to develop 10,000 
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more acres up there, violating the County Urban Services Boundary, a policy that was shaped with 
ECOS help in 1995. 
    My narrative indicates that the planning effort started well with the unprecedented consensus 
decision-making. But was Dave Mogavero was right and developers were running it, as he was quoted 
in the Bee as saying after he resigned from the process?  I did not think so, but perhaps I was too naïve 
to see it. 
    By the time I left Sacramento in 1999, development was just starting in North Natomas. Now it is ten 
years beyond that with the results portrayed above. It would be useful to evaluate what the results were 
in light of what community people and we environmentalists thought would happen and from the 
infrastructure financing perspective. Such an analysis should also look at how the City staff handled 
development requests. This would make clear what should to be looked at in the future.  
 

Was flood mitigation in North Natomas adequate? 
The simple answer is no, but the Natomas negotiation was not the place to fight that battle, in my view. 

   Sacramento development began at the waters’ edge near the confluence of the two major rivers that 
bisect Sacramento – the American, draining from the Sierra mountains, and the Sacramento, in the midst 
of the great Central Valley. The urban area is kept dry by levees.  The photograph above was taken 
during the time of high water in early 1997, and you can see that levees are close to being overtopped at 
the lower left of the photograph.  
   What was needed, in my view, was a systemic solution: fix all the levees bordering urban development 
and strengthen Folsom Dam. Flood control policy is a citywide, regional and national issue. I later 
became involved at each level. Why did I become so intensely motivated?  
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   Living in Sacramento where levees are a commonplace fact of life, I took them for granted and 
unconsciously trusted them as most residents did. Yes, the Natomas area was surrounded by levees, but 
so was much of urbanized Sacramento.  
   Familiarity can bring insensitivity. 
   But I woke up abruptly in May 1993, as the most damaging natural disaster in the history of our 
country resulted in record flooding in nine states in the Midwest. Approximately 150 rivers and 
tributaries were affected and most were above flood stage at the same time! Fifty lives were lost and the 
costs were estimated to be about $15 billion.  It was the lesson of the Hwang Ho in China. 
   The same thing could happen in Sacramento! 
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Mary Tappel, in a December 5, 1996, article by Shawn Hamilton in the Sacramento News & Review, 
questioned the consistency of ECOS in having been involved in North Natomas yet opposing the 
proposed Hansen Lakes development in North Sacramento. Mary, an environmentalist and member of 
the Urban Creeks Council, supported the Hansen Lakes project that would have put high-density 
housing on land where levees would be rerouted to narrow a stream channel to make it available.  I 
replied in the article that Natomas was going to be developed anyway and we had tried to make the best 
of a bad situation. But, I said “the next year there was this massive, biblical flood along the Mississippi 
River and it 
became so 
apparent what 
the problems in 
Natomas 
were,” I said in 
the article. “ 
There are 
levees totally 
surrounding it, 
and if those 
levees are 
breached, and 
rainfall kept up 
there could be 
20-plus feet of 
water in the 
basin around 
those homes. 
I’ve sort of felt 
guilty about 
flood 
protection ever 
since. I have 
progress-sed in 
relation to that 
a policy to one 
that would 
provide for 
much wider 
floodways.”  It 
is kind of odd 
explaining 
your reasoning 
in a news-
paper.  But 
there I was, 
attempting to 
learn from the 
recent flooding 
along the 
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Mississippi and apply the lessons here. It made us look inconsistent, but I think Mary was not applying 
the lessons of the Midwest, and should have been as should the other elected officials in Sacramento. 
 
Flooding within Natomas Basin  “It is no joke, and Butch Hodg-kins said that someday there will be a 
flood there. Butch lives in North Natomas and says he does so with some trepidation. It is important for 
people to understand: someday this levee is going to be overtopped," said Francis "Butch" Hodgkins, 
SAFCA's executive director in a Sacramento Bee article. "I don't care how strong that levee is, one day 
it will happen."  (I would have to look up the source of this article.) 
   A 1995 study looked at the effects on Natomas of a 100-year storm within the 55,000-acre basin, 
assuming that the levees held.  It was unfortunate that we did not have the results of this study when we 
planned North Natomas.  It underlined the need for more flood control policies within the basin.  
 

Floodplain management In 1994 Ron Stork and I strongly urged the City to develop a comprehensive 
floodplain management plan. Two years and many meetings later, it was completed. 
 

•   Easier flood map interpretation As part of the evacuation plan a series of maps had been developed 
that showed flood depths if levees broke in various areas of the city. An example is shown here on the 
previous page. But they were difficult to interpret. I devised a simple graphic design “device” after three 
months of pondering how to do it, to enable the City’s flood maps to be understood more easily. This is 
shown in the inset on the previous page. 
   I contributed this design effort to the City.  The City acknowledged my contribution, and I was named 
as a consultant on the City’s plan.  
 

•   Access the roofs in new homes  I recommended this and it was included in the plan that all new 
structures built in flood prone areas must be designed built with access to the roofs so if there were 
flooding people would have places to go. 
    The city required developers of Natomas Marketplace to construct the shopping center with public 
access to the roofs of its two-story buildings, in case people need refuge during a flood.  Each North 
Natomas neighborhood must have a percentage of structures that are two stories or higher to provide 
refuge places, I read at one point after the flood control plan had been adopted that this was the city 
planning philosophy.  But I have not followed up to see how much it was enforced. 
 

• Anchor gas tanks I recommended that there be new requirements to anchor underground gasoline 
storage tanks at gas stations. On a trip to Savannah, Georgia, I had seen clippings about such storage 
tanks floating 
and causing 
fires during 
floods. 
200-year 
flood 
protection  I 
publicly and 
early called 
for a 200-year 
level of 
protection, 
rather than 
the 100-year 
flood 
protection 
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that is the usual standard. I went to a national flood control conference in Little Rock, Arkansas. There 
they were finally celebrating that the 100-year standard had been adopted almost everywhere in the 
country. My comments from the audience that a higher standard was needed in cities with many levees 
like Sacramento was met with what I interpreted as an embarrassed silence. Follow-up questions could 
not elicit one response. I nevertheless kept up a local drumbeat of comments that found their way into 
the press focusing on the 200-year standard. 
 
Slurry walls  I was an early advocate of putting slurry walls in the levees. Slurry is a mixture of 
bentonite and water shown being mixed in the panoramic photograph on the previous page. This slurry 
is then put in deep slots dug from the tops of the levees. The water-resistant mix that is much less 
permeable than dirt, and offered a higher level of water security. Funding for this was obtained. 
 
Worked to defeat Auburn Dam  Following Ron Stork’s lead I worked with him and Friends of the 
River in the effort to defeat Congressman John Doolittle’s and Sacramento Area Flood Control 
Agency’s advocacy of an Auburn Dam. This was an effort of many years and resulted in a stack of paper 
in a corner of my office that was seven feet high, if you can believe it. Ron is the most resourceful, 
patient and effective advocate I have ever met. 
It may seem to the average person that the dam would be a prudent protection for Sacramento. But a 
close analysis revealed many problems with it.  A diagram I created showed that underneath the site 
proposed by Congressman Doolittle for Auburn Dam were a number of earthquake faults (the red dots) 
that met the criteria for active faults elsewhere in the Sierra mountains. If this were to occur a huge flood 
wave would hit Sacramento.  Other diagrams I prepared were used in SAFCA public relations brochures 
about the need for levee strength-
ening.  While there has been success 
thus far in thwarting Doolittle’s effort 
to get the dam funded, I have 
continued to worry about two things.  
One was the unfortunate passing of 
Congressman Bob Matsui who was 
an effective advocate for good sense.  
The other was that Doolittle contin-
ued to rise in the House leadership 
hierarchy in Washington. I wouldn’t 
have put it past him to slip it in some 
piece of legislation when no one was 
looking. 
   Friends of the River has played the 
most important role statewide in 
protecting rivers to protect fish 
spawning areas. Their Sacramento-based headquarters develops policies it pushes at state and federal 
levels that have achieved protected status for many rivers and have resulted in the destruction of dams 
that have had significant negative effects on fish spawning areas. 
   Taking the lead in the Sacramento area on the American River has been the Save the American River 
Association and its leader, Jim Jones.  
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LAR  Task Force looking at erosion: in 
canoes, on the ground. We covered every 
foot of it. While there was politics 
surrounding the building of an Auburn 
Dam, it was different here where the 
hydrologists, state flood experts, public 
environmental agencies, levee 
maintenance agencies and local citizens 
like myself got together to seriously 
evaluate the dangers confronting the 
levees that kept two hundred thousand 
people in Sacramento from flooding: the 
mechanics of life and death.  

Lower American River 
Task Force  I became a 
member of the Lower  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

American River Task Force that evaluated environmental and flood control issues along the river and 
developed strategies to fix problems identified. The group included representatives from every  
level of government, public interest, environmental and community groups. Every issue discussed had 
experienced experts around the table who would share their experience.  Dozens of meetings over many 
years. 
 
Public office  Flood control is obviously a huge issue in Sacramento. The land is flat and bisected by 
two major rivers. The Sacramento runs north to south in the great Central Valley of California. The 
American, drains west from Sierra mountain streams and merges with the Sacramento at the point near 
the first settled area in the region, the present city of Sacramento. Having spent much time testifying 
before relatively uninformed people on many elected boards, councils and commissions, I felt it was 
time more authentic environmentalists were represented on them. 
   So I decided to take the plunge.  
   It was a huge experience for me. I had first experienced public decision-making when I attended town 
meetings in Vermont. That was a direct democracy experience. Throughout my adult life I had helped 
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various candidates for public office, including Heather 
Fargo, now Sacramento’s mayor. In Heather’s last election 
to the City Council before running for mayor, I designed her 
campaign literature.  In Sacramento I had become 
acquainted with many elected people and I had a good 
feeling about them as honest, well-meaning people, as I 
was. 
   I ran and was elected as a Trustee of the American River 
Flood Control District with the highest vote total of five 
people running. The District has responsibility for 
maintenance of levees in an urban area potentially affecting 
a couple of hundred thousand people if they should fail. I 
had little to spend on the campaign. I ended up spending 
approximately $1,500 putting ads in the Bee and other local 
and neighborhood papers. I was very surprised how much 
assistance I received from the Democratic Party organ-
ization. They distributed my flyers district-wide to every 
voter’s house. That was a tremendous help. I had been a 
registered Democrat. 
   Virginia Moose has for decades played a largely quiet and 
unsung role in facilitating environmentalists getting into 
politics. She helped me tremendously, for which I am 
grateful.  
 

Appointed to SAFCA Board The District appointed Clyde 
Macdonald and I as their representatives on the Sacramento 
Area Flood Control Agency Board. That was thrilling. I had 
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Folsom Dam, that protects downtown Sacramento from 
floods on the American River 

a vote that counted as much as each County Supervisor and City Council person who sat at those 
monthly-televised meetings. Here we were responsible for very big life and death decisions.  I was ready 
for the task. 
   Do we go for a billion dollar Auburn Dam, or fix the levees and beef-up Folsom Dam?  My personal 
research had shown that we must fix the levees first.  
   Do we take steps toward responsible environmental policies in the American River Parkway and the 
Sacramento River, or should we let Fish and Game handle it, as the Sutter county representative 
recommended. I was very proud to support what I felt was an excellent though not perfect record that 
SAFCA built in its environmental initiatives. 
   I was on the board during the high water time of 1997. The emergency command center at the top 
floor of the convention center was activated.  There was round-the-clock monitoring of the river and 

briefings a couple times a day. Those greatly 
enlarged flood maps were mounted on the walls.  
It was a time of high drama. Fortunately we were 
spared. 
 
   I found it to be an exhilarating experience 
sitting on public agency boards. As an advocate 
sitting in the audience one can boil over at times 
hearing public officials saying things that made 
little sense, or that showed a lack of 
understanding of the issues. Sitting among the 
elected people, then when I heard such 
comments, I was able to ask for the floor to 
confront what they had said and offer an 
alternative view. Butch Hodgkins, SAFCA 

Executive Director at the time, said that having me on the SAFCA Board, because I was at that time also 
the ECOS Chair, made it easier for him in talking with people in Congress and various State and Federal 
agencies because he was able to point to the solid environmentalist presence on his Board and explain 
that he had to include our issues in what he was going after.  
 
Victory on Dry Creek 
 

 

Dry Creek after the victory. On the left the levee is being finished at its original location.  
 
I worked with many other advocates as a minor player in defeating what I saw as an unfortunate 
proposal to build housing in the Dry Creek floodway. Developers there wanted to move the levees 
inward and restrict the floodway to accomplish this. It had been a ten-year battle. At one point during the 
fight Bob Slobe, then North Sacramento Chamber of Commerce President took it upon himself to call 
me a racist in his Chamber newsletter because I opposed his development. I was amazed at his lack of 
civility. Was he desperate? The charge was absurd on its face. My first wife is a person of African 
descent, and my two sons are. I was later quoted in the News & Review as saying, “Mother Nature isn’t 
racist; she will flood black and white people indiscriminately, and she will have the last laugh about this 
year’s engineering calculations.” Anyway, that battle was won, finally.  
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This shows a closeup of the levee repair work in the previous photograph on the far left. It was very satisfying 
to be a member of the public agency board that authorized this work, and be a strong advocate on that board. 
Being able to see all this big expensive equipment do work I had fought for, and even been publicly reviled for 
in the sometimes mean streets of environmental advocacy, made my day.  In the context of the flooding in New 
Orleans, I am proud of the effort. 

 

   My most important lesson in that process was when Alta Tura presented a paper to the Planning 
Commission titled “Conditions of Approval” that listed a dozen or more considerations that made sense. 
It was the kind of document that the Planning Commissioners recognize and is usually presented by staff 
as a part of the process. They took her list very seriously. Of course her suggestions were excellent, as 
they always were. Fortunately the project was defeated. 
 

Telling the flood danger story with diagrams My most effective contributions were in graphic design. 
Over a three month period I interpreted a set of huge maps, each showing only a few miles of one side of 
the American River, and reduced it all to a single 8.5 x 14 piece of paper, which was still complicated 
but now could be grasped with a  little study.  
   This and walking the levees led me to discover that the height of the levees running through the urban 
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To say that cities need high 
dwelling densities and high net 
ground coverages, as I am 
saying they do, is conven-
tionally regarded as lower than 
taking sides with a man-eating 
shark. 
                                 - Jane Jacobs 

area were many feet different in height at points across the river from one another. Packed on the same 
legal size sheet I put bars that showed each elected person’s district as it related to each mile of the 
American River. It graphically portrayed the collective responsibility of them all, including myself. 
   I introduced the diagram at a SAFCA executive committee meeting as I sat next to Supervisor Muriel 
Johnson who had been a supporter of the Auburn Dam.  When I explained that one part of her district  
would get flooded at a time of high flow but the other side would not, I think in that instant she became 
a born-again levee-strengthening advocate. Subsequently when she went to Washington to lobby, it was 
my understanding from Butch Hodgkins, the SAFCA Executive Director, that she supported funding for 
levee strengthening. This was a definite advantage of having been elected. 
   It was still a pretty complicated graphic, and hard to read here. It was laid out lengthwise on the legal 
size page, and also enlarged to about 3’ x 4’ and used in public meetings.  SAFCA used an aerial 
photograph of the levees with text labels to show where the differences in heights were when they 
prepared a brochure to focus public attention on the importance of the levee work. 
 

Other involvements 
 

Saving the essence of transit-oriented policies  
in the Sacramento County General Plan 
There were numerous new policies in the new Transit-
Oriented Development guidelines being readied by county 
Planning staff for adoption in the county General Plan. After 
they were published during the County General Plan Process 
developers raised the issue that there might be so many 
adjustments to make in them to fit a particular development’s 
unique circumstances that they would clog the Board of 
Supervisors’ agenda with all the requested changes. They 
were persuasive, so it was decided to drop those Guidelines. And we thought that there went a lot of our 
hopes for a dramatic impact on County policy. Or not? 
   After the experience with County Planning I described on pages 12 and 13, where our voices were not 
being recorded in meetings called for community groups by County staff, I decided to pick some 
specific policies and try to affect them. Two I focused the most attention on were LU14 (Land Use 
Policy # 14) and the urban limit line policy. 
   We were dealing with the thorny issue Jane Jacobs noted in her book “The Life and Death of Great 
American Cities: “To say that cities need high dwelling densities and high net ground coverages, as I am 
saying they do, is conventionally regarded as lower than taking sides with a man-eating shark.”  
  My idea to save something out of all our TOD efforts (now TOD was becoming a bad word) was to put 
some specific numbers in a policy that would allow higher densities along major transit corridors and 
near light rail stations – what I saw as the essence of TOD policy - but we would not mention the 
acronym. 
   The idea was to sculpt future development so the more dense housing, that would have to occur in any 
development to meet the County housing mix guidelines, would go where it was most efficient: within 
walking distance of busses and light rail. I fleshed out a land-use policy that became LU14. As a guide I 
worked with a Regional Transit document I had helped shape working with Regional Transit Planner 
Valerie Rosenkrantz, which specified highest density nearest transit corridors, and declined in density in 
one-eighth mile increments after that. I reviewed the idea with County staff, and then called a meeting 
with Regional Transit Planning Staff, a Building Industry Association person who turned out to be Mike 
Winn, the Labor and Business Alliance and Sacramento Open Space. We discussed it, did revisions and 
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The idea was to sculpt future 
development so the more dense 
housing, that would have to 
occur in any development to 
meet the County housing mix 
guidelines, would go where it 
was most efficient. 
 

finally settled on it. BIA approved it. It was a very constructive policy we worked out together. 
   Regional Transit General Manager Pilka Robinson, who 
had been planning manager, shook her head one day when 
complaining to me about how the city and county wanted 
Regional Transit to designate “major transit corridors” in 
new development. Her implication was that this was just too 
much to ask. I was amused and amazed. I worked in the 
marketing department of her agency and I was causing City 
and County planning to become aware of the need for land 
use plans that had helped transit succeed for the last century 
and here was Pilka shaking her head like it was a crazy 
idea! The RT Planning Department had been largely absent from these land use planning efforts. I was 
the person who had successfully argued that the City and the County should be demanding such 
designations so that development could be shaped for the next decades to come and would result in 
higher density along transit corridors. And she, with her planning background, could not see that. 
Amazing.  
   Regional Transit planning in my view had been so accustomed to fitting transit in to existing 
development, taking the leftovers, that they were not psychologically adapted to an assume an 
entrepreneurial approach to transit planning where they could help plan the land uses. They would wait 
forever to designate a major transit corridor, and in new development we needed them to look into the 
crystal ball and say something, anything, just nod their heads. I shook my head, and forged ahead, 
hoping they would wake up before they “missed the bus.”  
   I also worked out some tougher wording for another policy that urged higher density along transit 
corridors. But the existing words were so general it would not have any muscle. It was more a 
recommendation than a requirement. I was wandering around lamenting this to some developer 
consultants in the lobby outside the Supervisors’ Chambers. I had met them during long meetings in the 
Natomas process where we were working together. One of them suggested that we should insert the 
words, “by right” in the policy. This means that property owners in those locations would be entitled to 
develop their properties to higher density. They would not have to subject it to Board approval. That’s 
muscle. I suggested that change later and the Board adopted it.   
    As I think about it now, years later, 
I think for Natomas and the General 
Plan, that I should have prepared 
bubble diagrams to explain some of 
these concepts. 
 
   One of my proudest moments in 
Sacramento was when I stood up with 
Kim Dellinger of the Building 
Industry Association two times 
together at the podium in the Board 
of Supervisors’ chambers: once to 
read the LU-14 policy and again for 
the urban services boundary policy 
text.  
   This was highly unusual – unheard 
of! - because Kim and other BIA 
people and I had so often opposed 
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one another, at times heatedly. Before this particular General Plan meeting started, Kim and I talked 
with a few of the Supervisors. Jim Streng, who tended to vote with developers, being a former developer 
himself, saw us and said: “I hear you two have come to some agreement. That’s good. Anything the BIA 
and ECOS can agree on has my vote!” Jim Streng was a very good man. A little later Kim and I stood 
up together and supported the LU14 policy. They approved it. Bang! 
   Subsequently through the years, as each development has come to the Board of Supervisors, there has 
been a paragraph on the face sheet that tells the consistency of the proposed development with policy 
LU14. After I left Sacramento I felt it was a legacy I had left behind. An ECOS or Sierra Club person 
did not have to be there every time pointing out the same information and the disparity between it and 
the proposed development. 
   I always felt the environmental community got strong support from Grantland Johnson and Ila Collin. 
They had my highest respect.  

 
   County Supervisors approval of the Urban Services Boundary policy took some hasty effort at the last 
minute. Originally County staff proposed the element that called for the boundary. When I heard about it I 
was again very pleased with senior County Planning staff. On the one had they stacked their General Plan 
meetings so we could not make comments that would change it, but on the other hand they had pushed the 
Transit Oriented Development policies and the need for an urban boundary. Staff’s sensible rationale was 
that the County needed to be able to rationally plan huge and costly infrastructure like sewer and water 
supply lines, which often take decades in planning, funding and construction. What made it acceptable to 
the development community was that there really was plenty of capacity within the line for the next twenty 
years. 
     But our side thought there needed to be more guarantees in the text that the boundary would not be 
breached. We talked about it among ourselves and added some language, then talked with BIA and made 
some adjustment and came to agreement. So I had thought we had it settled.  
    However, the day before this Supervisors’ meeting, BIA had sent a letter to us outlining some other 
policies they wanted ECOS to agree with. I had glanced at the letter but had not read it until Kim, upset, 
gave me a copy there in the back of the Chamber while the Supervisors’ meeting was going on after our 
LU14 victory. I had to talk her out of getting our agreement on three policies as we were crouched down 
and sitting on the floor whispering behind the back row of seats. At one point we both got up and had a 
hushed conversation with one developer whom I knew who confirmed my rationale why one of their 
policies was not a big issue. And we had a few more words about changes in the boundary policy. During 
this fierce hushed conversation in whispers I was taking the lead.  
   When it became time for the Urban Services Boundary presentation, we went to the podium, and Kim 
spoke up assertively, taking the lead. The photograph shows that. Kim read off what we had fashioned. 
There was a little awkwardness in the language. But the Supervisors approved our language immediately. 
Our words! Such an important policy! It was a satisfying feeling.   
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Electric Vehicle Fun 
I joined the electric vehicle club that was coordinated by smart Ruth MacDougall, who worked in the 
electric vehicle program at the Sacramento Municipal Utility District (SMUD). SMUD is a utility 
governed by an elected board of citizens who have been concerned about energy efficiency for a long 
time. Years earlier it built the largest utility photovoltaic power plant in the nation, generating one 
megawatt. It was a 
pioneer in the early 
1990s in the conversion 
of about 150 of its own 
cars and trucks to 
electric power. Ruth was 
the community 
organizer in the 
SMUD group and 
volunteered her time 
with the club. 
   Because of the 
community buzz 
generated by 
SMUD’s efforts, Bill 
Wharf decided to 
import small  
Swedish electric 
vehicles and sell 
them. I bought one as 
soon as they were 
available. The “City-
El” had three wheels, 
was bright yellow, 
and powered by three 
deep cycle 12-volt 
marine batteries with 
a range of 15 miles at 
35 miles per hour. It 
was the perfect 
vehicle for central 
city use on flat 
terrain. I would plug 
it into my 
apartment’s electric 
sockets and charge it 
up every night.  
   For three years I 
felt like the poster 
child for the new 
auto age. People 
would wave at me 
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approvingly at stoplights and talk to me just about every time I 
got into or out of it.  At that time I was Chair of the 
Environmental Council of Sacramento and an elected member 
of the regional flood control agency.  It was all great fun. I was 
doing what I was recommending others to consider. 
 

Garages wired with 220 volt current to facilitate 
charging of electric vehicles. 
The County was considering a policy to require that all new 
housing include 220 volt wiring in garage areas to facilitate 
charging of electric vehicles. The Building Industry Association 
was resisting. I called Mike Winn, a member of the Building 
Industry Association, whom I had met and worked with during 

the Natomas negotiation and set up a meeting.  I brought along Lois Wright from SMUD and Mickey 
Oros, a local businessman who was developing electric vehicle charging devices. Mike listened to us, 
and subsequently worked with Mickey and saw the advantage of it. He was able to convince the BIA of 
the good sense of this proposal. The 
effort was successful and Sacramento 
County was first in the nation to require 
that all new home construction have the 
garages wired with 220-volt current to 
facilitate charging of electric vehicles. 
 

Habitat 20/20 
Alta Tura is a member of the Audubon 
Society and was involved in their 
efforts to create Habitat 20/20 to focus 
on the issue of protecting the Urban 
Services Boundary, thus protecting 
habitat and farmland. Other groups 
involved included residents in the area, 
the Urban Creeks Council, the Save the 
American River Association and the 
California Native Plant Society.  
   By doing this they demonstrated the 
value of creating new entities to deal 
with emerging issues. Organizations 
like ECOS with its active core of 
mostly volunteer people whose time is 
already focused on other things, is not 
likely to be as effective in a new area.  
Friends of the Swainson’s Hawk is 
another good example of a special 
focus entity that has had great 
effectiveness. Sacramento Open Space 
is another example.  
   My contribution at Alta’s invitation 
was to design a full color legal size 
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sheet that portrayed the problem 
memorably. I forged ahead not looking 
at the potential cost which I think Alta 
took a gamble on out of her and Del’s 
savings. Alta was able to get wonderful 
bird and skink photographs from Daniel 
Lee Brown; Brent Thrams and I took 
some; and Alta and Dell Tura and Linda 
Bell wrote the text. 
   A political direct mail consultant was 
recruited to give advice on the fund-
raising package the group assembled. 
He saw what was proposed and felt we 
would be lucky to recover the costs of 
the mailing. Fortunately he was wrong 
and the mailing raised $10,000 more 
than it cost. Habitat 20/20 was on its 
way. I was thrilled to learn that after I 
left Sacramento that citizen efforts 
defeated a bid in a public election by the 
developer of Deer Creek Hills to go 
beyond the urban services boundary.   
 
How does one attain perspective 
on the complex of environmental 
issues facing the county? 
The Habitat 20/20 effort was an 
approach activists often take to deal 
with an emerging issue.  They saw the 
need to protect wildlife, farm and grassland and formed an organization to publicize the problem 
focusing on the need to protect the urban services boundary.  
   The map in their graphic on the previous page was one I put together by taking many small maps 
prepared in the County’s Draft General Plan document.  I simplified it and jazzed it up to make their 
point.  
   Fly One way to gain perspective I suggest in the next section: go flying occasionally. 
   Ground truth I have to thank Vicki Lee for her insistence in walking the land we were concerned 
with as I was learning to become a better environmentalist. It was second nature to her, a learning 
process for me. Mike Eaton invited us to walk the levees in the south area and experience the Cosumnes 
River Preserve he was working so hard on. Linda Bell helped me understand the south and east county 
and the beauty of the grasslands there through numerous trips. Eva Butler was my guide to vernal pools 
and vineyards in various areas.  Friends of the River provided ground truth about the American River. 
Vicki and Jude Lamare organized impromptu quick visits to Yolo County to observe elusive Swainson’s 
Hawks along the Sacramento River across from Land Park.   
  Better maps For the earthbound, on the following page is a reduced size version of my effort to put it 
all together on one map while the General Plan was being considered so we could have a useful 
overview. Each element of the plan had a map of its particular area of responsibility.  Thus were could  
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Sunrise Douglas project area in East Sacramento County along South Sunrise Boulevard showing large 
concentration of vernal pools. The pools are formed in the spring in depressions in the heavy clay soil and are 
the home of an endangered specisd of crustacean called fairy shrimp.  This photgraph I took helped to make 
the case clearly and was helpful in saving 482 acres of vernal pools on this site.  

not see the context. But nowhere was it all put together on one page so an inquiring person might gain 
perspective on the whole situation in the county. I created the composite map as an exercise mostly for 
myself, and also as a guide to others during the Water Forum effort, where one of my useful 
contributions was to reinforce again and again how important the urban services boundary was.  Of 
course in the small size here the map is virtually unreadable; larger, it works. I reproduce it here to 
demonstrate that it is possible to incorporate virtually every map in the County General Plan on one 
page.  It is the kind of thing one must study for a while, but the effort is worth it. The alternative is first 
to obtain a copy of the general plan document read each element and remember its map.  Many don’t 
have the time or interest.  
  City and County meetings. I attended general plan meetings on the Agriculture, Housing, 
Conservation, Open Space, Land Use, Circulation, and the Transit Oriented Development elements of 
the General Plan. Someone in the City organized a number of great bus trips so we could view areas of 
concern and hear from local citizens.  The Urban Creeks Council’s annual creek clean-up days were 
always fun and informative as were the Sacramento Tree Foundation’s various tree-planting efforts.   
   The Sierra Club Conservation Committee annual gatherings for a few days each year in San Luis 
Obispo provided an important statewide perspective. The Club lobbies on the state and national levels, 
which is often very useful. Sierra Club reports and position papers on various issues were well 
researched and often useful in preparing local testimony. 
   Read the Business Journal. Somewhat in the Sacramento Bee, but more completely in the Business 
Journal one can track issues likely to become problems.  The News&Review was good for urban issues.   
 

 

Go flying occasionally 
This photograph was taken while flying over the Sunrise-Douglas site with Brent Thrams shortly after a 
rain. It was helpful in showing the connected field of vernal pools there and helped to save 400 acres of 
them from development. You get perspective up there; context; you see relationships of land use and 
water better. 
 

Vernal pools and fairy shrimps in Sacramento County! 
Vernal pools are depressions in an impermeable soil layer, which allows water to be retained in the 
winter and spring for extended periods of time as shown in the photograph above. The impermeable 
layer is formed from the heavy clay soils created by the weathering of ancient volcanic mudflows of the 
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Sacramento Valley. Typically they are filled with water in the early spring as show in the photograph on 

the previous page. As summer approaches, water evaporates from the vernal pools and is used by 
emerging plants shown in the photographs immediately above. Specialized plants and animals are 
adapted to survive these drastic cycles of wetting and drying.  The fairy shrimp on the left14 above 
flourish in the pools, the flowers when the pools have dried. 
   The California Native Plant Society has been very active in drawing public attention to this beautiful 
resource. Information about their efforts and information about when where to view them is available at  
http://www.vernalpools.org/.  I was very happy to assist Eva Butler with photography at various times, 
once even renting a helicopter to overfly the Mather Field vernal pools for photographs. 
 
Numbers matter, so does entrepreneurial 
advocacy to sell transit access! 
The State of California announced plans to consolidate 
new office buildings in Downtown Sacramento to 
make government more efficient by cutting travel time 
and expenses as state workers go from one agency to 
another in conducting daily business. 18 developers 
responded with proposed locations. Up for discussion 
in public meetings was how to choose between them.  
   With my consistent focus on land-use transit 
efficiency I invented a method to quantify the value of 
the proposed sites. I used the bus schedules I was 
responsible for preparing in the Regional Transit 
Marketing Department and spent hours to make a 
graph that showed the results of counting the number 
of times per day buses or light rail came within three 
blocks of each site. Previous research Jude Lamare 
had done, which I included in my report, indicated that 
most people would walk no more than two or three 
blocks to get to transit. 
   Now this was ECOS doing this analysis, not 
Regional Transit Planning. They made a presentation 
in general terms. But with my numbers analysis you 
could prove something. Numbers did count.  

                                                
14 Photograph credit: United States Fish and Wildlife Service 

This office building was placed on this spot near 
transit lines thanks to my quantitative analysis. 
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   The site that ranked second in my analysis was chosen by the State to locate the new CAL EPA 
building. It is in the block next to Sacramento City Hall. The number one site didn’t have enough off-
site parking available nearby. Another site that was high on the list was also chosen for a second 
building. The City Council presented a commendation to ECOS for my volunteer effort. 
 
   In addition to the transit stop analysis I created a colorful graphic that showed a map of downtown 
Sacramento; displayed light rail and each bus line in a separate color; and placed each proposed site on 
the map. The colorful London subway maps were my inspiration here. I made the graphic freely 
available to developers. A half-dozen of them included my map in their proposals, because it made those 
closest to the bus and light rail look good. It was a luscious graphic that made their proposals look good. 
And it was a graphic that RT management had not wanted me to pursue in RT official graphics because 
it showed so many buses going downtown and they felt that it would take the focus off light rail which  
was in such desperate need of funding. But they did let me use my RT computer to complete the map. 

 
Working with the press 
Over a period of eight years I found that we could achieve good access to local print media so they will 
run articles that are friendly to the environment. When I reviewed my phone list for that period there 
were numbers of about a dozen reporters I had worked with. I found that reporters, like the public 
agency people, devour good, documented information. So as ECOS developed position papers and 
photographs that highlighted various issues we would share these with a reporter likely to use the 
information.  
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It was helpful for 
me to pre-think 
what I wanted to 
say. Whenever a 
reporter called 
me, I would find 
out what the issue 
was and then tell 
them I was busy at 
the moment but 
would call them 
back soon. 

   For example, Vicki Lee called the Bee one day and set up an 
appointment with a Tom Philp who wrote articles in the Forum section, a 
Sunday feature. She and I went there and sat in the Bee cafeteria with 
him to discus the issues of flooding along streams in South Sacramento. 
This resulted in a long Forum section piece, and a series of my 
photographs showing the benefits of wide stream corridors to absorb 
flooding were included in another article. We took the time, and had 
good materials to show, and obtained good coverage. Mary Lynne 
Vellinga was good on land use.  
   The Business Journal is an especially good source for information. 
Their articles on land use, often written by Mike McCarthy, are thorough 
and tell all sides of a story. Articles in it are probably the best way to 
reach the business and government community. 
   Reporters have a job to do, so when I met with them it was only when I 
had something we wanted them to see. We showed them documentation 
often. 
   Community newspapers are also an important way to reach people. 
When you can include photographs illustrating your point, the articles get better play. 
   As I became a source, reporters would call me up when working on breaking stories to get quotes from 
an environmentalist perspective. Occasionally I would meet them for coffee at a local café or lunch 
somewhere. 
 

   It was helpful for me to pre-think what I wanted to say. Whenever a reporter called me, I would find 
out what the issue was and then tell them I was busy at the moment but would call them back soon. If 
they were on deadline, even a 15-minute delay was useful for me to outline what I wanted to say, edit it, 
think about it, and get it clear and simply stated. And I would state my opinions as sharply as possible so 
as to be more likely to be quoted.  Vicki Lee is good at these kinds of quotes. She tells it like it is 
instantly and doesn’t take as long to organize her thoughts as I did. Gail Ervin is good with the press 
also. One of her Business Journal quotes is especially appropriate for the efforts of many 
environmentalists: “It’s about the quality of life, stupid,” paraphasing the Clinton War Room dictum: 
“it’s about the economy, stupid.” 
   Humor can be good, for example the amusing piece for Old City Guardian: “The Adventures of a 
Small Electric Vehicle Named “Underdog.”  It was my trusty City El. I described the fun I had driving it 
and talking with people about it. I named it “Underdog” because many homeless people had given me 
small, almost imperceptible waves of recognition. At least I thought it was humor. 
   I did not worry about being misquoted. It happens. You get over it or can demand a correction. By pre-
writing your comments you can be very clear about the misquote. But if you get too fussy with reporters 
they won’t call you. It became clear to me that you have to develop a thick skin as I had to with the 
absurd comments Bob Slobe made about me in his North Sacramento Chamber newsletter. I didn’t reply 
asking him for (anything! or) equal time, but I did counter his arguments in the News & Review, which 
had a greater circulation all over Sacramento. You expect criticism from you usual opponents, but you 
sometimes get it from your friends, like those who wanted to keep North Natomas in farmland.  
 
Stone Lakes Wildlife Refuge  
I credit Vicki Lee with carrying the ball to obtain public support for the creation of this fine refuge. Not 
long after we met I went along with her to a meeting in South Sacramento convened by a couple At one 
point in the meeting, a woman who was a nurse stood up and quoted the history of the development of 
the Panama Canal and how the great triumph there was to “drain the swamps,” because they were able 
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to kill the mosquitoes and stop the spread of malaria. It is a call that has echoed through history. Indeed, 
early in Sacramento history, this same South Sacramento had been virtually uninhabited hundred 

raucous farmers who were opposed to it. During the meeting she 
courageously stood up and took them on, presenting the arguments on the 
side of wildlife and environmental protection.  
   At one point in the meeting, a woman who was a nurse stood up and 
quoted the history of the development of the Panama Canal and how the 
great triumph there was to “drain the swamps,” because they were able to 
kill the mosquitoes and stop the spread of malaria. It is a call that has 
echoed through medical history as a great tirumph. Indeed, early in 
Sacramento history, this same South Sacramento had been virtually 
uninhabited by humans because there were so many mosquitoes down 
there. Today we have become much more sophisticated in dealing with 
mosquitoes and much more appreciative of the benefits of wildlife and 
preservation of areas of natural beauty.     

   Outside after that contentious meeting Vicki talked with television reporters about it. She was heroic. 
   She held many potluck work and strategy sessions at her house. When we did mailings there were 
papers strewn everywhere in orderly piles by zip code. Together later we created a newspaper insert that 
carried the message. I learned from Vicki about personal power and determination in the face of 
adversity, and gritty persistence in pursuit of environmental goals, a solid Sierra Club trait she 
exemplified. 

Stone Lakes Wildlife Refuge on a cold winter morning with ice on the water. 
 
    I have to give kudos to Mike Eaton, who has done such a fine job with the Nature Conservancy in 
protecting the Cosumnes River. It is his greatest effort to his great credit. Mike also became a member of 
the mosquito abatement board for the area including Stone Lakes. It is a typical example of the odd, and 
to many, extremely boring and often anonymous efforts effective environmentalists have to undertake to 
protect the public interest. Mike is a very thoughtful person who many times gave me extremely helpful 
advice and direction.  In many ways he was a role model for me, as was Vicki Lee, Dave Mogavero, 
Jude Lamare, Ann Kohl, Ray Tretheway, Jim Pachl and Andy Sawyer. And I must say that I hold 
developer Mike Winn in high esteem as well. 
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A beautiful mural depicting Stone lakes by Linnea Fronce. 
 
Protecting the American River in the Water Forum  
During the time Gail Ervin was ECOS Chair, she convened a meeting of environmentalists with local 
water agency people. We all sat around a huge square of tables in the Regional Transit Board chamber. 
It was a precedent-setting meeting, the first of its kind in Sacramento. I credit that meeting Gail 

convened, and the atmosphere created by the success of the Natomas effort with creating an impetus for 
the start of the Water Forum, a joint City-County effort that began in September 1993. 
   The Water Forum had two co-equal objectives: “Provide a reliable and safe water supply for the 
region’s economic health and planned development through the year 2030; AND preserve the fishery, 
wildlife, recreational and aesthetic values of the Lower American River.” 
   It was a huge effort. 42 organizations. Representing environmental interests were, for ECOS, Alan 
Moll and Gail Ervin; Friends of the River, Charlie Casey and Ron Stork; Save the American River 
Association, Jim Jones, Felix Smith, Bill Reavley (9/93-3/96); Sierra Club, Mother Lode Chapter, 
Sacramento Group, Clyde Macdonald, Tom Whitney and Vicki Lee (9/93-8/95). There were sixty other 
individuals representing the four other interest groups: public interests, Sacramento water interests, 
business interests, and Foothill water interests. It was truly amazing to see all those people in the same 
room working toward a common goal. 
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   Each participant was given a copy of the book “Getting to Yes, negotiating Agreement Without 
Giving In,” by Roger Fisher and William Ury. I heartily recommend the 
book for anyone attempting to bring disparate groups of people together. 
   The effort was more complex than the North Natomas planning process. 
It took us a year to “put our cards on the table,” that is, to identify those 
values and interests each group had that were fundamental, and those with 
which they had some flexibility. 
   All these groups had been independently pursuing their own water 
objectives – without much success and much time spent in lawsuits. It 
was complex with hundreds of meetings, meetings, meetings for the next 
five years for me, and more years for the rest of the people involved. 
Agreement was finally reached in 1999.  

 
Seven years of meetings went 

into the crafting of the 
Sacramento Water Forum 

Plan!  Thinking back on it I 
shake my head at the enormity 

of it.  Involved were groups 
that had often contended in 

court over sticky issues. 

 
Susan Sherry was the facilitator and she did a wonderful job.  

 
   You can learn more about the Water Forum on the World Wide Web at <www.waterforum.org>. A 
good paper about this kind of process is “Collaborative Dialogue as a Policy Making Strategy,” 
available on the internet.  
 

What was next for me? 
I had kept my day job at Regional Transit and in a year my retirement 
would vest.  Having become so much involved in planning I thought I 
might finish obtaining my BA degree and do something with that, you 
know, get a professional job.  
   Comstock’s, a local magazine focusing on “The Business of 
California’s Capital Region,” decided to run a series on leadership. 
They chose to profile two local leaders to accompany their initial article 
“Contemplations on the meaning of leadership.” One profile was 
of Sandra Smoley, the long-time Sacramento County Supervisor and 
then Secretary of the $36 billion California Health and Welfare 
Agency, with 42,000 employees. The other person  
featured was me.  
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   One of my office 
mates at Regional 
Transit  noticed the 
article and highlighted 
with a post-it note, so 
she could pass it around 
the office and wrote  
“There’s our Tom!”   
   I’m still kind of 
amazed by it. 
   I had earned this 
recognition with a lot of 
hard work and because I 
was surrounded by 
many smart people who 
gave great advice and 
showed me what leader- 
ship was. 
 
Lessons learned 
and perspectives 
 
•  We should look back 
and evaluate our 
efforts. This paper has 
been my effort to do 
that. I am looking for 
feedback from others so 
we can tell the whole 
story of a number of 
these events.  
 
•  Talk to people . . .  It 
is important to be open 
to people with ideas that 
are different than yours. 
Talk with them, be 
willing to work with and 
learn from them. I have 
a lot to learn about so many things, and found many people willing to help out. People in development 
are not all nefarious men and women; most are just trying to make a living out there, working within the 
legal and policy constraints of the jurisdiction they are in. Most are good people, good citizens, as we 
environmentalists are. I guess I have come to look on them as people in Congress and the Senate relate 
to one another, or at least used to. They can be enemies on one issue in the morning and be working 
together on another issue in the afternoon. They don’t burn their bridges with one another, and we 
should not with them.  
   Don’t paint your opposition with a broad brush and be rhetorical, don’t generalize, be accusatory, 
personalize issues or make threats. Be specific, be clear, respectful, and keep focused on the problem 
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By coming over and 
talking with me before the 
Supervisors’ hearing and 
then by my not offering 
any comment during his 
testimony on his project, it 
was as if I was offering 
tacit approval of what 
their development group 
was proposing. At the 
time, I had no opinion on 
the project. But unknown 
to me then, I had been 
manipulated by that  
developer. 

Be specific, be clear, 
respectful, and keep 
focused on the problem you 
are trying to solve. Don’t 
get mad; get even with your 
smarter analysis and better 
strategy. 

you are trying to solve. Don’t get mad; get even with your smarter analysis and better strategy. But of 
course, always keep your eyes open. Constant vigilance, and action, is the price of success.  
   The North Natomas planning process and the Water Forum showed that by working together with your 
putative enemies in a controlled situation in which the ground rules have been established that give you 
veto power, you can craft policies both your groups will 
support, rather than one or the other group trying to undo them. 
 
• . . . but don’t be duped. I have been. Be careful when you 
talk to developers. Some are nefarious. It is probably best to go 
to any meetings with another person from your group to 
compare impressions when you are early in your involvement.  
   There were a number of times developers called me up and 
wanted to have lunch to talk about their projects. Working at 
Regional Transit at the time, I welcomed the opportunity to go 
eat a good meal at one of Randy Paragary’s many nice 
restaurants nearby. I do remember one occasion Bob Slobe, 
promoting the project to build low income and senior housing 
on a floodway which I thought was absurd, shared some 
muffins with me and things got testy. I think he was furious that 
he was talking with a nobody during his coffee break. 
 

   Another time, early on in my involvement, and before the new 
General Plan was approved, a young Martin Feletto pushing the 
Lent Ranch Marketplace development near Elk Grove bought 
me a lunch and told me about his project. It was difficult to 
grasp it all, as I was new to the game. He told me about a 
hearing they were having at the Board of Supervisors and asked 
if I could attend that. Being open to learn more and naïve about everything connected with development, 
I went. When I arrived at the hearing I told the guy I really didn’t have anything to comment on, and he 

told me that was just fine, just sit there and listen.  
   I realized later that he had set me up as a character in his 
little play that day with the Board, who did know who I was 
because I had previously testified before them. By coming 
over and talking with me, and then by my not offering any 
comment during the hearing on his project, it was as if I was 
offering tacit approval of what their development group was 
proposing. At the time, I had no opinion on the project. But 
unknown to me then, I had been manipulated by that 
developer.  
   I thought ECOS was correct in its later lawsuit over the 

project. The 295-acre, 1.3 million square foot mall will be about one-fifth bigger than any existing mall 
in Greater Sacramento.  It is located near the County Urban Services Boundary and will induce growth 
on nearby farmland. ECOS, South County Citizens for Responsible Growth and the State of California 
sued over the project, but the California Supreme Court overturned the suits in April 2004. The 
developer pursued his goal relentlessly over a decade, was turned down by the County Policy Planning 
Commission, and eventually contributed to help plan the incorporation of the new city of Elk Grove, and 
finance the campaigns of winning city council candidates who favored his mall.  A vote for 
incorporation was in effect a vote for the mall.   
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The County-appointed 
committee of citizens did not 
come up with the plan, the plan 
was presented to them by 
County staff who were 
relatively impervious to input.  
They would hear the voices of 
the community, but those voices 
did not result in much change 
in the document under 
consideration. I got the sense 
that staff took pride in this. 
    This is why the North 
Natomas and Water Forum 
processes were so unusual: staff 
was not in charge, the citizens 
were. 

   The appearance but not the reality of community consultation Another time, representatives of 
Sares-Regis, a development firm that owned 1,200 acres in the 6,015-acre Sunrise Douglas project area 
asked me to come to their office to look at their plans. They were designing and pushing their parcel of 
single-family homes piecemeal and it did not fit into a 
larger community scheme that at the time seemed 
possible to occur. What I saw was a sketch of pretty 
traditional suburban sprawl development on their 
parcel and told them so. Later I did not see that they 
had made substantial changes in what they were 
proposing. My photograph on page 17 had 
documented the complex network of pools and a study 
jointly done by three firms, Acanthus, a Sacramento 
architecture and landscape architecture firm, Concur, 
and Urban Dynamics for the federal Environmental 
Protection Agency.  The study demonstrated how the 
developers could achieve the same or even higher 
densities with a fresh look at incorporating transit 
oriented development policies in their design scheme. 
In addition there were unresolved issues regarding a 
reliable water supply.  
   Recently, reviewing Business Journal articles over 
the past number of years, I saw I was quoted as 
approving the idea that they were setting aside 482 
acres of vernal pools on their 1,200-acre site. In 1998, 
I said "We think it was the totally appropriate thing to 
do, and we're happy to see Sares-Regis has been 
working so constructively with Fish and Wildlife," 
said Tom Whitney, a spokesman for the Environmental Council of Sacramento, a coalition of groups.” I 
would say that again. 
   Then in a Sacramento Business Journal article four years later by Mike McCarthy on August 23, 2002, 
after ECOS and a neighborhood group filed suit against the project, I was referenced: “But in another 
way the lawsuit was a surprise, said development coordinator Hodgson. That's because ECOS was part 
of a county-appointed committee that came up with the basic plan for Sunrise-Douglas and SunRidge 
during the late 1990s.  
   “The Environmental Council, represented then by Tom Whitney, helped create the plan that the county 
adopted. ‘Tom Whitney was no pushover, and he was definitely part of our landowner group,’ Hodgson 
said. ‘He attended most of our meetings and he voted for the land-use plan and the plan hasn't changed 
since then. The rationale for creating such committees is to find consensus,’ he said, and avoid such 
disputes as lawsuits. On top of that, ECOS said little at later public hearings on the plan, he said.”  
   I didn’t see the article at the time. It is a misrepresentation to say that I was “definitely part of their 
landowner group,” because I was not! Any suggestions I made when visiting their office were not 
implemented, so far as I could see. They ignored me. They staged the appearance of involvement, not 
the substance, and did not make any changes I recommended.  
   As to his comment that I was part of a County-appointed committee that “came up with the basic 
plan,” that is true. The County and City do this all the time. But the County-appointed committee of 
citizens did not come up with the plan, the plan was presented to the “County-appointed group” by 
County staff, with the attendant problems I mentioned on pages 5 and 6. Staff would present their plan 
and were relatively impervious to input.  They would hear the voices of the community, but those voices 
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Many, if not most, of 
these infrastructure 
policies are in need of 
drastic reform, but 
when representatives 
from Public Works, 
Transportation, Water 
Quality or Water 
Resources appear at 
Community Plan 
meetings it is to review 
their boilerplate policies 
as applied in that 
instance, not to solicit or 
entertain suggestions for 
change.  Thus this is an 
inherent weakness of 
this kind of planning, 
which is pervasive. 

did not result in much change in the document under consideration. I got the sense that staff took pride 
in this. I think that is what happened with the Sunrise Douglas 
plan. In such meetings community members are presented with 
many elements of boilerplate infrastructure design not open to 
debate and which many of them do not grasp. Typically there is 
no creative input from the group on the fundamental elements of 
the plan so to say that the group created the plan is misleading. 
   Many ECOS members that know many, if not most, of these 
infrastructure policies are in need of drastic reform, but the 
community representatives in such meetings do not. (The odd 
exception to this was in the North Natomas planning.) And 
County Planning is conducting the meeting. When 
representatives from Public Works, Transportation, Water Quality 
or Water Resources appear at Community Plan meetings it is to 
review their boilerplate policies as applied in this instance, not to 
solicit or entertain suggestions for change. Thus there is an 
inherent weakness of this kind of planning which is pervasive. 
   As environmentalists belabor our points in meeting after 
meeting we can become seen as shrill, obstructionist and isolated 
from the group – dismissed as a minority view. You don’t always 
have the stomach for that, particularly when it is not your 
community. I was not part of the Rancho Cordova/Sunrise 
community. You make your points but hold back, so others can 
voice their concerns.  This demonstrates the value of seeking out 
ECOS members who live in communities across the County. 
During my time in Sacramento more ECOS members lived in the 
central city than in the suburbs.   
   It has taken me years to grasp how, at least with County 
Planning in the early to mid 1990s, there was the pose of soliciting community “input,” “inclusion,” 
“consensus.” But the operational reality of what was going on was opposite, however well meaning 
County staff were. It created the form and appearance of community participation, but the substance was 
far different.  This is why the North Natomas and Water Forum processes were so unusual. 
   I think a review of City and County public participation policies is called for. 
   As to the comment that “ECOS said little at later public hearings,” it reinforces my earlier point. Your 
mere presence can be interpreted as tacit approval.  If you go to a meeting and have an opinion, state it.  
 
• Give public testimony effectively.  During General Plan hearings, I often would present short one-
page papers reviewing books I had read, photographs showing other cities where similar development 
had occurred, and copies of papers written on the subject at issue that day. I would present something 
new every time I testified so I was not predictable. I would have copies for each elected official or 
planning commissioner.  
   I would think about my testimony and prepare thoughts ahead of time. If you make assertions, you 
should back them up with credible background. Never make accusations. Be respectful and polite. If you 
need to, practice what you will say before the meeting. Use a professional, business-like demeanor.  
After you have done it a few times, it stops being scary.  
   If you do go to public meetings in support of an issue, you should try to speak, even if it is a simple 
statement. Or if there is wide agreement that there will only be a few spokespeople, then one or another 
of the spokespeople should somehow make reference to the crowd in their testimony, and the crowd 
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So we won that very 
minor skirmish with a 
flourish and a smile, 
but the SAFCA Board 
soon voted to support 
Auburn Dam, which we 
had vigorously opposed. 
Experiences like that 
led me to realize that I 
should run for public 
office. 

should raise their hands, or wear a large distinctive button or common elements of clothing – something.   
But without such pre-planning, if you go and do not speak you are effectively invisible, or your presence 
may be interpreted as your support of the project.    
   After a while, I realized that it was better at times to wait until late in a hearing to make my 
presentation. This way I could address issues raised by others previously. So, often as I became more 
skilled, I would be writing my testimony as others were testifying. Usually I would have to bring a note 
up to staff and indicate that I wanted to speak; they would pass the note up to the Board Chair or the 
Mayor.  
 
   Tweaking Dave Cox  One day the process was particularly amusing. It was the very last public 
hearing before the SAFCA Board would make a decision to support Auburn Dam or not. That hearing 
was held in the City Council chambers. All seats were taken and 
emotions were high. The hall outside was crowded. I had a yellow 
letter size foolscap pad. I had figured out that if I wrote on every 
other line, one page equaled one minute.  
   The normal testimony time was three minutes. But as the 
evening wore on, Supervisor Dave Cox, then SAFCA Chair, and 
an Auburn Dam supporter, started cutting the time allowed for 
testimony. I sent up my note requesting time to speak. I was the 
very last person to give testimony. He gave me one minute. I had 
been busy scribbling away and had made each page a coherent 
statement with a buildup toward the end. With one minute, I 
picked that strongest page, stood up and strode to the rostrum. 
Cox was his usual self, acting somewhat bored when listening to 
testimony he did not appreciate, and watching the clock so he 
could unceremoniously cut me off mid-sentence. Well, I finished 
in 56 seconds and the rousing cheer that exploded from the pent-
up emotion in the crowd after that was loud and sustained. I felt like I had sunk a three-pointer at the last 
second to win a league championship game. Cox looked confused. We had beaten his clock in triumph! 
   So we won that very minor skirmish with a flourish and a smile, but the SAFCA Board soon voted to 
support Auburn Dam, which we had vigorously opposed. That move in the long Auburn saga was later 
defeated in Congress with Ron Stork’s and Friends of the River’s help. Experiences like that led me to 
realize that I should be up there making better decisions than Mr. Cox. A few years later it was indeed a 
pleasure to join Supervisor Cox on the SAFCA Board, neutralizing his vote, then going beyond that.    
 
• Run for office When we don’t like the policies and procedures, some of us have to become policy-
makers by running for public office. I know it can be done. Ray Tretheway and Heather Fargo do. Take 
it from me, it can be exhilarating to be there making policy! 
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ECOS published 16-page 
environmental guides to 
the region in 1990 and 
1996, primarily at Vicki 
Lee’s urging. The 1996 
edition above was Jude 
lamare’s idea. They were 
included near Earth Day 
in the News & Review. 
They are a fine way to stay 
in contact with the larger 
community.  

 

The Purpose of ECOS Is… 
To protect and preserve the 
environmental integrity and resources 
within the Sacramento Region; to 
educate the public regarding the 
environmental sensitivity and the need to 
protect this area through mailings, public 
forums and discussion groups; and direct 
communication with public officials 
concerning policy issues relating to the 
goals of ECOS. 
 

ECOS Priorities Are… 
•  Enforcing laws that protect the  
   environment – Clean Air, Clean Water, 
   and the Endangered Species Acts.  
•  Halting sprawl by advocating for the 
   integration of land use planning with 
   air quality and transportation planning.  
•  Identifying the true costs of sprawl 
   through sewer and road expansions.  
•  Supporting efforts to preserve open 
   space.  
•  Advocating reliable flood protection for 
   Sacramento.  
•  Promoting regional transportation 
   policies that provide for clean air and 
   social equity.  
•  Promoting infill development in existing 
   under-utilized areas in the region, such 
   as former railroad corridors that 
   coincide with light rail stations. 
 
 
 

• Nurture and support ECOS  
The Environmental Council of Sacramento is one of 
the very few organizations of its kind in the nation. A 
group like ECOS is a necessary counterweight on the 
scales of public justice for the environment: without 
us, the scale will lean too far toward insensitive 
development. 

   The Environmental 
Council is composed of 
representatives of 
virtually all local and 
national environmental 
groups on the 
Sacramento area, as well 
as some individual 
members.  Its members 
are architects, lawyers, 
ornithologists, 
engineers, water 
experts, chemists, PhDs 
in one field or another, 
plain vanilla environ-
mentalists and 
community organizers. 
Many are employed by 
the state government. 
By pooling its specialist 
professional resources 
and representing the 
combined membership 
of its organizations, numbering about 12,000, the 
Council is very effective. In existence for 25 years, it has 
occasionally and carefully sued the City, the County and 
developers when necessary and usually won. Thus it is 
granted a grudging and rueful respect by developers and 
public officials.  
   I have been surprised to find that there are not such 
councils all over the nation because the idea makes so 

much sense. 
   One of the strengths of ECOS is that many of its members work for the state government. Some 
government people hesitate to become involved in advocacy groups like ECOS because they feel it may 
create conflicts of interest with their jobs. But ECOS members deal with this in a very legal, above-
board way and routine way. When an issue will conflict with a person’s job that person will leave the 
room for the duration of the discussion and vote. This action is recorded in the minutes of the meeting.   
   ECOS involvement can be very time-consuming, especially for the Chair. I think it is important for 
regular board members to recognize that, and help assure that the burden does not become too heavy.  
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   I think the idea of publishing an annual environmental insert in the News & Review is a good idea and 
should be an on-going project.   
   You can find out more about ECOS on the following web site: http://www.ecosacramento.net.  
 
• Policy papers are very important.  I think that the crafting of policy papers, like the one David 
Mogavero wrote that was described at the beginning of this piece, it a very important thing to do. During 
the North Natomas and the General plan effort that paper and similar articles and books provided the 
agenda for my efforts and a full explanation for those we were trying to influence. I did not always have 
to be running back to the board or the president of the organization and asking, “Is it ok if I do this?” It 
is liberating for an advocate to have papers like that. You point yourself in a particular direction and go. 
Sure, you report back occasionally to keep everyone on board, and seek further suggestions. But you are 
free to tactically improvise within that framework of principles on your journey to get them 
implemented.   
 
• Mother Nature does get the last laugh. As environmentalists we often enough do invoke potential 
doom. I certainly did this myself. The Midwest flooding was a good example. But not so many people 

took it seriously. Living on the Big Island of Hawai‘i in Hilo where I moved in 1999 one can easily find 
evidence of the effects of problematic development. Watching the History Channel a few months ago I 
saw their movie about the city I now call home: “Wrath of God!” It describes the tsunamis in 1946 and 
1960 that destroyed stores and homes built on the lowest point of the coastline in the downtown area. 
Betsy and I were married in the beautiful park shown in the photograph above that was created after the 
town fathers decided they would make their peace with Mother Nature. And not far from here in 
Kalapana is a housing development that was destroyed by lava flows from Kilauea. Wrong 
development; wrong place.  
   Sound familiar? We have proof here. 
 

   An unfortunate example showing that even the best of environmental intentions responsible 
management can be thwarted was the unfortunate fire that struck a huge pile of one million tires that had 
been collected near Modesto, California, shown in my photograph below. The company was a 
responsible one. The pile was well off the highway surrounded by fences and regularly patrolled.  
Entrance was through a guarded gate. On the hill behind where I was taking the photograph was a power 
plant that burned the tires and fully scrubbed the dirty emissions to provide electric power to tens of 
thousands of homes. It was a model of sound environmental entrepreneurship. But an unlucky lightning 
strike changed everything. Once started, tire fires are almost impossible to extinguish because of the 
high oil content. This one burned for months. Something like 17 million tires are discarded in California 
every year. What to do with them is a continuing problem.  
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“Turning one’s life into 
  memoir is inherently 
  comic in the classic 
  definition of comedy; it is 
  redemptive. Memoir 
  triumphs over the view 
  that, because it ends in 
  death, life is tragic. 
  Memoir allows you to 
  wrest meaning from life 
  that outlasts the grave.” 
               - Tristine Ranier 

A well-managed pile of one million used tires near Modesto, California, that was unfortunately hit by 
lightning and burned completely. Fences surrounded the pile; there was a guard at the gate who 
checked people entering. And on the hill where I am standing to take the photograph, there was a power 
plant that provided power for 10,000 homes by burning the tires in an environmentally acceptable way 
by scrubbing the particulates out of the exhaust stream. 
 
• We’re all too serious  Christine Ranier in her book, 
“Your Life as Story,” has this observation at the end of her 
chapter on humor: “The comic view of life is not just a 
series of jokes; it is a philosophy, a form of wisdom. The 
comic spirit questions, is spontaneous, unpretentious, 
playful, and honest, all qualities you want in a memoir – and 
in life.” “Turning one’s life into memoir is inherently comic 
in the classic definition of comedy; it is redemptive. Memoir 
triumphs over the view that, because it ends in death, life is 
tragic. Memoir allows you to wrest meaning from life that 
outlasts the grave.” 
   So who is writing a memoir? Me. Mostly for my family. 
But in two years my high school class will have been out in 
the world for 50 years - a good historic round number.                 
Loving historical novels and history as I do, I came up with 
a project for my classmates. It took me about nine months to 
come up with 50 essay questions to ask them about our history, what have we learned, and do we have 
any special perspectives because we came from Vermont? So far 33 have responded, out of 180.  This 
exploration of what I learned in Sacramento has come out of that effort.  
 
  Amusing going-away gift  At the Sacramento Area Flood Control Agency, I was a somewhat different 
board member; not exactly buttoned down. I was an environmentalist driving around town in a yellow 
three-wheeled electric vehicle, bearded, long hair, (but always neatly dressed). As my going-away 
memento from SAFCA Butch Hodgkins and his administrative assistant obtained for me a statue of a 
wolf standing on a rock on a small round pedestal with a wind-up song he could not stop chuckling 
about because it seemed to characterize so well my approach to life. The song was “Born Free,” theme 
of the 1966 movie about a domesticated lioness cub that was eventually set free to hunt and fend for 
herself in the wild.  I was off to Hawai‘i. 
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• There is a missing spiritual dimension in mainland 
environmental efforts I moved to Hilo for love, to re-unite with 
my sweetheart Betsy in 1999. Burned out from the demands of 
those intense years of environmental work in Sacramento, I 
relaxed into my personal non-drug-related rehab program – didn’t 
go to one meeting - and read a lot of novels and some history for 
the first six months to mentally recuperate and await a sign 
pointing in a new direction. 
   Remembering the wonderful adventure photography had been in 
my teen-age years, I took some photographic trips around the 
island. Mostly it was pretty scenery - which as a life-long activist 
wasn’t enough. There were some the fascinating footprints of 
ancient Hawaiians in the lava at the Ka‘u desert, and petroglyphs 
of Hawaiian warriors at Volcano National Park. But where were 
the living Hawaiians? 
   One book in particular provided me with a grand awakening. 
Pamela Frierson, Hilo author of  “The Burning Island,” published 
by Sierra Club Books, wrote that “mainland environmental groups 
have often been ignorant of or insensitive to local traditions . . . 
fighting small pitched battles to save specific resources or 
conserve certain lands, a style of defense that has allowed little 
time to consider larger issues of nature and culture . . . a real 
kinship with place, an acceptance of the land that is identical to an 
acceptance of one’s ancestors. This is a wisdom that the 
twentieth-century nomad has - almost - forgotten: that the land 
itself can be law and revelation, that it can be, if you acknowledge 
its claim on you, the deepest part 
of yourself.” Thus these 
environmental groups have not 
related very well with Hawaiians 
who still feel a deep connection 
to the land.  Maybe the 
Hawaiians would not welcome 
an eco-tourism book I originally 
thought I might work on. 
   This got my attention. In all 
my years of concern about 
environmental issues, I had not 
understood this cultural/spiritual 
dimension. Not where I grew in 
Vermont, the homeland of the 
Abenaki Indians; not in 
Sacramento, home of the 
Miwok; and not within the 
environmental community.   
    Soon after reading Frierson’s 
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words in 1999 the annual weeklong Merrie Monarch Hula Festival occurred. It was a revelation for an 
environmentalist to see Hawaiian hula and dancers with green head leis reflecting a culture that honors 
the land.  
   In the parade that Saturday was a Hawaiian man in his malo (loin cloth) walking slowly along who 
looked like he had come straight out of the ancient jungle and was thoughtfully examining all he saw 
around him. He was neither smiling nor frowning. 
He looked like he had been deposited there by a time machine. Fascinating. I took his picture and put it 
together in the composite on the next page with about 25 other pictures of the land. I tracked him down a 
month or so later to ask permission to use the photograph. That composite won a statewide photography 
award. 
   He said that the piece captured the way he saw himself in his mind’s eye as he pursues his own 
journey to recover his Hawaiian roots. 
   Kimo Pihana was the man in the malo, and he has become my best friend over these six years. He 
opened a narrow doorway into a whole world of Hawaiian culture and spirituality. He introduced me to 
his family and friends. They invited me to document their spiritual ceremonies on solstice and equinox 
days honoring Mauna Kea, the most sacred mountain in Hawai‘i.  
   Mauna Kea is one of the best sites on the planet for telescopes. But construction of eleven telescopes 
by a partnership of 13 nations over the past 40 years has been accomplished with little regard or respect 
for the spiritual meaning of the mountain for Hawaiians. Hawaiians get $1 a year for what houses a $160 
million industry on sacred land.  
   The time had come to balance the scales of science here with the cultural and spiritual side of the 
story.  
   What could I do? I’m not Hawaiian and I have not lived here long enough to be effective. My ECOS 
perspective came into play. On the one hand I learned in Sacramento that a group like ECOS is a 
necessary counterweight on the scales of public justice for the environment. Without such a group, the 
scale will lean too far toward insensitive development. Hmm. That is what has happened here. 
Hawaiians are not even on the scale. Both sides here were at political loggerheads as the University of 
Hawaii was seeking permission to put more telescopes up there. 
   What was not receiving much play was the spiritual connection to the land as described by Pamela 
Frierson. Environmental Impact Statements don’t really measure this well. There are no recognized 
environmental sampling procedures to measure spiritual loss and a continuation of disrespect. Hawaiians 
would talk about it in English at hearings, but for the Federal EIS planners listening it was as if they 
were speaking a foreign language. There was no place in their brains to put it, no slot on a form to fill in. 
But the spiritual pain was manifest. 
   My photographs and their captions portrayed that Hawaiian spirit and I thought a museum exhibit - 
where we were constrained from being overtly “political” would be all the better; it could carry a greater 
moral weight being spiritual - would be a useful addition to the mix.  
   I was doing some slide scanning for the local Lyman House Museum, the former residence of white 
missionaries who came by ship from Boston in the 1820s – not exactly a hotbed of Hawaiian culture. I 
learned that they had an opening in their schedule, in three months. I dashed home and whipped out a 
proposal in a week for a low cost, high quality exhibit. They bought the idea. I was able to make a five-
minute phone call to the director of the University of Hawaii telescope whom I had met and was very 
sympathetic to the situation of the Hawaiians and ask if we could make a bunch of 3.5 foot by six foot 
prints on his brand new 42” ink jet printer. I was asking for the equivalent of about $3,000 in printing 
costs. He replied, “Sure.” I got the Lyman to buy foam core, ink jet ink and paper for me out of their 
expense budget for my printer at home. My time donated. Three months later we hung the show for a 
five-month run.  In mounting the show I received great expert volunteer assistance for Wendy Duke, an 
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artist transplant from the mainland who was a professional at mounting shows. Gladys Suzuki is a great 
photographer who took some of the finest photographs in the show. 
   During the time it was up Hawaiians scheduled meetings with University people at the Lyman  
Museum to negotiate their issues in a proper thematic venue for their concerns. The next year my friend 
John built a big crate and we shipped the show on a barge 200 miles to our capital county, Oahu, to the 
prestigious Bishop Museum for another five month run. 
   There have not been any dramatic results from this effort. The controversy about expanding the 
number of telescopes goes on. And I must admit that I was drawn into the battle by presenting verbal 
testimony and writing some extensive comments on the Federal Draft Environmental Impact Statement 
with negligible effect. But whatever that outcome, respect has been paid by our family to the cultural 
and spiritual heritage of Hawaiians, who still inhabit their ancestral homeland.  
    Hawaiians also honor their elders. Kimo Pihana talked to me about this: “We often talk with our 
kupuna, our wise elders. But our kupuna are dying, rapidly, and we don’t have enough answers yet. How 
do we deal with this? 
   “Imua (move forward) – with humility. And expect you’re going to get criticism whatever you do. 
And expect the unexpected – you’ve gotta deal with it all. How? 
   “Go back to the beginning, within: are you pure in your heart and soul. Are you spiritually pono? 
   “Go to that spiritual fire that is deep inside. Romance that fire. Take time with it. 
      In this increasingly urbanized world, there are some very important lessons to be learned here on the 
Big Island and shared widely: the land is sacred; ask permission; walk reverently; give thanks; honor the 
spiritual connection of Hawaiians - and any native people - to their land.    
   For those who are interested, I have found two books to be especially helpful in understanding the 
Hawaiian outlook on life. “Ku Kanaka - Stand Tall, A Search for Hawaiian Values,” by George He‘eu 
Sanford Kanahele and “Change We Must, My Spiritual Journey,” by Nana Veary.  
 
On the collage on the next page at the top is a photograph of  a very dedicated Hawaiian activist named 
Keoni Choy. He carries himself with great dignity, as if he is striding out of the depths of ancient 
Hawaii. Here he is the forward warrior, assuring that no danger will befall the hula halau group that is 
following behind him.  They will be performing a ceremony with chants at the edge of the Kilauea 
Crater in Volcano National Park and will be making offerings called ho'okupu to the goddess Pele. They 
are paying their respects as a way of asking permission of the goddess to perform hula in a few hours. 
   And my friend Keoni's audience when he walked so magnificently here?  Me alone, the trusted 
invisible documentary photographer, scrambling to stay ahead of him and memorialize this magic 
moment on the crest of the steaming Kilauea Crater in Hawaii so others could see the re-emergence of 
Hawaiians, like Hank Fergerstrom, Ehulani Stephanuy and Kimo Pihana. It was a contemporary 
historical moment captured on film showing a true Hawaiian ceremony not being performed for public 
display, but for a direct connection to one of the elemental spirits that abound in Hawaii, Pele. Do you 
doubt her living power? Her lava, flowing up red from the center of the earth would sizzle your doubts 
today, because it flows, today. The land here is elemental. You have to take time with it to feel it. The 
spirit connection can be strong. ❖  
 

Thanks for reading this far. I would appreciate any comments. 
 

Tom Whitney, 137 Kuakolu Place, Hilo, HI 96720 • whitneye001@hawaii.rr.com • 808-933-1198 
Photographs and the writing in this article are  © 2005, by Tom Whitney.    

www.tomwhitney.net 
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